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MOBILE
GREATLY DAMACEDIRARGED WITH DATE NEARING
ILL BY TERRIFIC STORM SWITCHING BILLS FOR REHKOPF
Lai
Between Seventy-five and One Hundred Lives Lost hi
Alabama City, While the Damage Done to Prop-
 
 erty Will Read_ into the Millions.---Hurricane at
Pensacola Nearly Equals that Which Ruined Gal-
veston.
MOBILE, Sept. 29.—(Via Merid-
ian.)—Business was partially resum-
ed in Mobile today. The city is
clearing the streets of the debris and
the street cars will start tomorrow.
Tre Postal and Western Union Tele-
graph Companies are still out of
bus'ness.
At Coden only one house is left of
the little town.
Mobile, Ala., Sept. 29.—Between
seventy-five and too lives lost, fully
two-score vessels driven ashore or
avrecked in various parts of the Gulf
of Mexico, damage amounting to
$4,500,000 in the city of Mobile and
to the extent of millions or more at
outside points is the record of the
stoim which swept over Mobile on
Wednesday and Thursday nights
No occurate estimate of the num-
ber of casualties can be made today,
and it :s doubtful if it will be known
for a week or more.
Grave apprehension exists regard-
ing the eituation at Gulfport and
Biloxi. where it is believed that many
lives have .been lost. Reports from
these places are, however meagre
and unsatisfactory. It is declared by
the local municipal officers that no
lives have been lost in the City of
Slobile, but that all of the deaths
have occurred in places within a rad-
ius of fifty miles of this place.
At Pensacola.
Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 29.—The
vastness of the destruction verougrt
by the hurricane of Thursday is now
being realized. Twentr.five persons
are kniwn to have been drowned•
WANT MAYOR
TO VETO
DIRECTORS OF LOUISVILLE
COMMERCIAL CLUB PRO-
WEST AGAINST FRANCHISE.
Will Ask Mayor to Veto It and Will
Then Submit Ordinance Safe-
Guarding Public Interest
Louisville, Sept. ap..—Mayor Barth
will this morning be asked to veto
• the Kentucky Traction company's or-
dinance, which Tuesday night passed
the council and is now awaiting his
signature, by a deputation represent-
ing the Commercial Club and con-
sisting of every member of the board
of direotora
This action was decided upon yes-
terday afternoon at a special meeting
of the directors of the club, when the
Matter was brought to their atten-
tion, and the various parties con-
cerned were present to protect all in.
tereets. A resolution embodying the
action refrerred to was introduced
and carried unanimously.
The administration was represented
by Councilor J. E. Rierach, chairman
of the committee on railways, and
Councillor Lee Cohn; the traction
company by D. A. Sachs and Bethel
Veech, and the opposition to the ordi-
nance by George A. Newman, Jr., E.
3. McDermott and Charles T. Ray.
The actipnpf the board of directors
-ef tl Cohlrlittciat Club Will-based
bpon TR-Ulla that adequate money
consideration !Mould be obtained be-
fore disposing of rights of way owned
by the city and having value for the
use of private k'orporatigans. In
...case the mayor agrees to veto the or-
dinaince, the Commercial Club will
thaw an ordinance prepared for sub-
mission to the general coaricil with
a view to protecting the interests of
the city.
Mrs Nan Kaywrxsd and Mise, Belle
Moore will this morning return to
their homes, in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
after visiting Mrs. F. Morthland.of
903 Jones street
' Mi. Frank Hugger, the jeweler, is
here from Chattanooga, Tenn., for a
visit. He was t4ormerly with Nagel
1,1& Meyers.
Mr. Charles f;i)ccioot is in the lity
from Atlanta, '\
e
inn(
ed a
11. 4
....
Pensacola, Fla., Sept. At—Via
Flomaton, Ala.)—The worst hurri-
cane to visit this city in its history
and almost equalling the Galveston
disaster raged here furiously all
Thursday night and yesterday morn-
ing, with a gale still blowing, the
city presented a wrecked appearance
and the damage is estimated at five
million dollars.
The loss of life will be heavy
among the mariners, but so far only
one body has been recovered, a man
named George Morgan, a fisherman.
Other bodies are reported along the
shore, but have not been recovered.
Commencing at 7 o'clock Thursday
night the wind blew at so miles for
'three hours, then increased to 65.
From that time until 5 o'clock it re-
mained about 8o and go miles an
hour. The tides from the bay back-
ed into the city, for blocks destroying
homes and making rivers out of
streets. When the gale was at its
riehest yesterday morning women
and children were running frantic
about the streets in darkness, the
alarm of fire was sounded and this
added to the confusion. The fire
started in the Pitt Mill, near the
business district, and horses of the
fire department refused to go out in
the weather. With the tin roofs fly-
ing about them, trees and wires fall-
ing over them, the firemen took their
hose wagons by hand and rushed
down the streets to the scene and
after hours of elork controlled the
blaze.
TOUR OF WEST.
Mr. Dolberry Goes Out There Foe I
His Health—Mr. Wilson
Convalessing.
Mr. T. W. Dolberry, clerk of the
postoffice, will leave Tuesday for In-
dian Territory and New Mexico,
where he will be gone some weeks
for his health, which has been very
poor. He has a six week's leave of
absence with privilege of remaining
away three months if he so desires,
and will probably be gone about all
the time.
Mr. E. L Wilson, another of the
clerks, is slowly recovering from a
long spell of fever, and will shortlz
be able to resume his place in the
office.
Was Officer
In the Army
FRED BREDNER CUT OFF BY
FAMILY ON ACCOUNT OF
MARRIAGE.
Was Once an Officer in the German
Army, and Comes of a Dis-
tinguished Family.
Fred Bredner, the Barnum and
Bailey circus performer, is getting
better at Riverside hospital, where he
was operated on several days ago for
appendicitis. He will recover unless
complications -set in
Bredner hat quite a history; coming
of a distingufshed family in Germany,
and was himself once an officer of
high standing in the army of his native
land. About fifteen years ago, when
he was so years of age he married the
woman saho is now MS wife, arld-trli0
was considered beneath him in rank.
He was cut off by his family resigned
his position in the army, and began
a strolling career with his wife, who
is a bareback rider of some note, while
he is a similar performer.
Both have been with the Barnum
and Bailey circus for quite a while,
and it was during the performance in
this city last Thursday that he was
taken sick and had to be operated on.
His wife had to go on with the at-
traction, -according to her contract.
Both are high salaried people with
the show and considered among the
best performers of the entire group.
Bredber is about 45 years of age, a
handsome man showing his breeding
and culture. When he recovers from
his attack of illness he will re-join the
circus. It will be several weeks be-
fore he can do this, however. .
HENRY HENNIOUS ACCUSED
OF ROBBING BETHEL OF
FIVE DOLLARS,
CLAIMS WAS WORKED
BY MONEY CHANGING
MEN CHARGED WITH POUR-
ING PEPPER SAUCE IN
BOYS EYES.
Officer Gourieux Minus His Um-
brella as Result of Trying to
Quiet Negress.
Henry Hennious was arrested last
evening by OfRcer's Johnson and
cross on the charge of robbing W. A.
Bethel of a $5 bill. The latter claims
he entered B. Carroll's saloon on
Second street and Kentucky avenue,
and asked for change of the $5. He
could not get it. He contends he
then asked Hennious for the change,
and the latter took the bill, but see-
ing he did not have the change,
passed a piece of paper money back.
Bethel charges that on examination
he found that Hennious gave him a
$t bill itastead of the fiver. On being
arrested the accused gave Bethel $4
mors, stating he would rather do
this Putts have any trouble, although
contending he was innocent of the
charge.
Claims Sauce Was Used.
Lyman Wilson, colored, was ar-
rested by Officers Johnson and
Cross last night on the charge of
disorderly conduct. Mrs. Thomas
Pruett charges that Wilson poured
pepper sauce into the eyes of her
small son, while Bud Elrod, white
held the lad. Elrod has not yet
been arrested. It seems the boy was
bothering some parties and she con-
tends, they caught him and resorted1
 
to this painful means of punishing
him.
"Miss Florence" Again.
Florence Greer, the i notnious
ntgress, was arrested at Ninth and
Washington streets last night on the
charge of disorderly conduct. Officer
Emile Gourieux brought her to the
hall, and en route down the public
street the negress used such vile and
profane language that the o cer had
to wear the urnbrella out over her
to keep her 'quiet. The trainstick
was a complete wreck.
Charged With Cursing. ..
I. L. Garrett last evening got a
warrant for his stepson, Horace
Garrett, charging him with using
profane and abusive language to-
wards the stepfatHer.
Brick Wall Repaired.
Contractor Charles Smedley has
finished putting new brick in the big
hole cut in the city lockup wall by
the prisoners Evans and Milson who
made their escape Thursday night.
Nothing has yet been heard from
the prizoners by the police who are
keeping a sharp lookout and notified
( Continued on Page Eight.)
THURSDAY THE BANKRUPTCY
MATTER COMES UP AT
LOUISVILLE.
FRIDAY HERE THE
'RUCTION SUI I
THE MOONEY PEOPLE YES-
TERDAY FILED SUIT
AGAINST E. REHKOPF.
The Largest Outstanding Account is
That of $25,657.50 Due For
Storing Goods.
Next Thursday there comes up at
Louisville the motion of creditors to
force the E. Rehkopf Saddlery Com-
pany into bankruptcy ,and let the
business be wound up in that man-
ner. It is said that no defense will
be offered by the saddle company,
but this could not be confirmed as
President E. Rehkopf is out of the
city, as is also his lawyer.
Next Friday there comes up in
the circuit court here before Judge
Reed the suit of Assignee Richard J.
Barber, who asks the court for an
injunction to prevent the American-
German National Bank and others
from disposing of the $30,000 wortO
of stock stored in the warehouse, and
which was moved by the bank. On
the assignee filing the suit last week
Circuit Clerk Miller granted a tern
porary injunction, effective until next
Friday, when Judge Reed will take
up the question of a permanent re-
straining order. The clerk issued the
temporary writ while the judge was
at Benton attending court.
Yesterday morning W. W. Mooney
and sons of Columbus, Ind. filed a
suit against E. Rehkopf individually
for $9016.87. They claim that some
weeks ago E. Rehkopf himself visit-
ed thei rplant in Columbus, and they
soldilaina $ta.sao worth of leather
goods on him stating that his firm
was in better financial condition than
at the first of this year when Presi-
dent. Rehkopf certified to R. G.
Dun's mercantile agency that the
Paducah firm had $go,000 surplus.
Mooney claims that upon this basis
they sold the Rehkopf house $13,5oo
worth of goocbs, of which amount
$9,016.87 had been forwarded. This
frame firm last week filed a suit
agiii,st the Rehkopf firm for the
amount claimed due.
On the action against E. Rehkopf,
individually, being filed yesterday,
documents were issued to be served
upon him by the sheriff, who could
not locate, the gentleman. It then
developed that he left the city last
Tuesday for Southern points on
business, and service cannot be got-
ten until his return. His lawyer is
it. St. Louis on business connected
with the assignment.
it was erroneously stated in this
paper yesterday that the firm owed
%ono° more than its assets, when it
should have been that the concern's
debts exceeded its resources by
$85.000.
The schedule of assets and liabili-
ties shows the largest outstanding
Horrible Wreck
Causes .5 Deaths
- LOUISVILLE AND NASHVILLE FAST MAIL WENT THROUGH
 
 BRIDGE SPA441NING CUMBERLAND RIVER AT CUMBER-LAND CITY—RECENT RIVER RISES WEAKENED THEBRIDGE SO THAT ONE SPA N WENT DOWN.
Dispatches were received at the
local offices of the N., C. & St. L.
railroad, stating that last evening at
6:2o o'clock a fearful wreck happened
on the Louisville and Nashville rail-
road at Cumberland City, Tenn., at
which time the engine, mail car, and
baggage car of a fast passenger train,
went through the bridge and fell into
the Cumberland river at Cumberland
city, tenn., at which time the engine,
mail car, and baggaFre car of a fast
passenger train, went through the
bridge and fell into the Cumberland
river at that point. The engineer,
two mail clerks, the baggagernan, and
one flagman, were all killed outright,
but their nomes could not be procured
last evening by the Paducah offices.
The train wrecked was the fast mail
No. 102, which runs between Mem-
phis and 'Louisville. It was preparing
to tross the brige which spans the
Curberland river at Cumberland
city. It seems that the heavy rains
of the past few days caused the river
to go upon the rampage, with result
that the bridge foundation was weak-
ened so that when the train rushed out
on it, the first span .fell into the river,
carrying the engine, mail car and bag-
gage car with it. These cars broke
loose from the passenger coaches, and
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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AMERICANS WILL IN CUBAASSUME CONTROL
Secretary ni War Tn..ft. PrIv7Sitr!Pl. Governor—Terms
t*.a.d.ida Lie.adia...)4.;,,Aiii,c,i:Acia, Especially on Account of Moderate Terms in Whichit is Phrased.- -Flag of the Island Will Net be
Lowered.
11114111Ertiri '
Havana, Sept. 29.—An 4American
provisional government assumed
possession of Cuba today, when War
Secretary Taft's proclamation declar-
ing himself provisional governor of
the island was formally issued. The
proclamation was published in the
Official Gazette, and thcusancis of
printed copiesoof the document were
distributed in Havana and elsewhere.
The terms of the proclarhation
caused general satisfaction, especially
on account of the moderate terms in
which it is phrased, its statement that
the provisional government of Cuba
is undertaken only on account of the
necessity of the situation, under
promise that the provisional govern-
ment will be maintained purely tor
the purpose of restoring peace, order
and public rcnfieknce until a perma-
nent government is established:-
Gov. Taft's proclamation was as
follows:
Taft's Proclamation.
"To the people of Cobs--The fail-
ure of congress to act on the irrevo-
cable resignation of the president of
the Republic of Cuba or to elect a
successor, leaves the country without
a government at a time when great
disorder prevails and requires that,
pursuant to the request of Mn. Palma,
the necessary steps be taken n the
name and by the authorily of the
president of the United Srat.s to re-
store cider and protsct life and prop-
erty in the Island of Cuba and the
islands and keys adjacent taereto, and
for :l-iF purpose to establish therein
a provisional gover anent.
The provisional government here-
by etablished will be ma;ntaned ncly
long enough to restore crder, peace
arrl public ronfideoce by direction of
and lo the name oi the president of
the United States. and then to hold
such elections as may be necessary to
determine on those persons upon
account to be $25,657.5o for storage
of goods in the warehouse. The next
largest indebtedness is ;21,000 which
is owing to the American-German
National Bank for borrowed money.
The debt of Kirk.patrick's firm of
Philadelphia, is the next largest, it
beng $11 ot8.00 for goods bought.
Mooney s account of over $9,cloo is
the next largest, while the indebted-
ness then ranges on down to the sev-
eral dollars due workmen for labor.
;.ve-ry bank in this city is due some
money from the firm, but outside the
American-German, the account with
each woo:nits to only a few hundred
dollars. To the National bank of
Marion, Ill., there is due $5,000, and
to the State Sonic of Metropolis,
Ill. $2.5oo, both for borrowed
money.
CITY BILLS.
Finance Committee Checked Over the
Accounts Yesterday.
The finance committee for the city
legislative boands met yesterday after-
noon at the city hall general assem-
bly chamber, and checked over the
bills held against the municipality,
and which accounts were gotten into
condition for allowance at the meet-
ing of the council tomorrow night,
and aldermen Thursday evening. The
committee usually meets on Friday
but on account of Auditor Kirkland
being absent, the gathering was de-
ferred until yesterday, by which time
he returned from Chicago.
IMMENSE RAT
The Rodent Weighed Nearly Six
Pounds After Death.
Mk. Charles Dlentr, the grocer
of Ninth and Washington streets.
claims the honor of killing the larg-
est rat ever seen in this city. He
noticed it running around his store
and picked up a can of cove oysters
threw it at the rodent, with fatal
results. He weighed the rat after
death and found the pest tipped the
scales at 5 3-4 pounds.
Mr. W. C. Ellis has returned from
Ashville, N C, where he has been
spending the summer.
•
whom the permanent govertimeat of
the republic should' be devolved. In-
sofar as is consistent with the nature
of a provisional government estab-
lished under the authority of the
United States, this will be a Cuban
government, conforming with the con-
stitution of Cuba.
Cuban Flag.
"The Cuban flag will be hoiated as
usual over the government buildings
of the islands, all the executive de-
partments and provincial and muni-
cipal governments, including that of
the city of Havana will be continued to
be administered as under the Cuban
Republic, the courts will continue to
administer justice and all the laws
not in their nature inapplicable by
reason of temporary and emergent
character of the government will be
in force.
"President Roosevelt has been
most anxious to bring about peace
under the constitutional government
of Cuba, and he made every en-
deavor to avoid the present step.
Longer delay, however, would be
dangerous in view of the resignation
of the Cabinet.
"Until further notice the heads of
all the departments of the centre
government will report to me for in-
structions, including Gen. Alexandro
Rodriguez, in command of the Rural
Guards, and other regular govermnet111
forces, and Gen. Carlos Rolat,
treasurer of Cubs. •
"Until further notice the civil
ernors and alcaides will also repo
to me for instructions.
"I ask all citizens and residents of
Cuba to assist me in the work of r&
storing order, tranquility and public
confidence.
(Signed) "WILLIAM MI TA F?.
"Secretary of War, U. S., Privntional
Governor of Cuba.
"Havana, September 2p, too6."
HANDSOME
CUPS GIVEN
...1•111••••••-•-•—•
ADOLPHUS BUSCH OFFERS
ELEGANT CUP TO LADY
DRIVER
The Paducah Brewery Tenders Nice
Prise also—Rehearsals Tomor
rom Evening.
The horse show promoters have re-
ceived word from Adolphus Busch,
the great brewer of St. Louis, that
he will give a handsome cup to the
best lady driver next Friday evening
during the show here. This tiegant
trophy is for the third event of that
evening, and will be competed for by
all the female whip, of the city, who
are ready to enter the contest. The
gift from the leading brewer of the
world is greatly appreciated' by the
Paducah people, who will long re-
member him.
Another fine cup has been presented
the promoters, it being by Manager
Bergdoll of the aPducah brewery, and
is for the best lady driver also.
With these two trophies before the
women the contest will be very lively
and interesting.
Dr. J. Victor Voris, who has charge
of the musical drill during the show
desires that every participant be at
the baseball grounds tomorrow even-
ing at 7 o'clock sharp, and' also Tues-
day night; as the full band -will be out
to furnish music for the rehearsals,
rain or shine
The childr . take part met with
the ladies i charge at the grounds
yesterday afternoon, and their feat-
ures were gone over with.
Mrs. Clint Wilcox of Mt. Vernon.
Ind., and Miss Katharyn Lyon, of
McLeansboro, Ill., will be here this
week to atisit Mrs. James P. Sleeth.
Postmatter L C. Starks of Hardin.
Calloway county, is tti the eitii
- 4 Assevri of77. .71
-
Art' , 77.
Oss:=2340<=ssi 1<=>1111c=ostilso=adareac=s0 tc=ss011so=s411c=ostitc=stio
THE WEEK IN
SOCIETY..
Set Date for Wedding.
November 7 has been set as the
date for the marriage of Miss Martha
Osterman of Milwaukee, Wis., and
Mk. Abraham Livingston of this city.
The betrothal was announced some
weeks ago. It will be a fashionable
home affair.
J1•1••••••111.
Reception for Doctor.
Mrs. Bettie Btiokner of Eighth and
Jefferson stree,6, received many
friends WedneSday evening, compli-
mentary tsaher guest, Dr. A. H. Fiow-
era of Batton, Mass., who is spend-
ing a few days here. Many callest to
greet the physician, who is a brother
of the late Rev. George Flowers, 'air-
ing life the beloved pastor of the First
Christiar church.
Sears-Jacobs.
Msis Bertie Sears and Mr. Pres-
ton Jacobs were married yesterday
morning at the residence of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mirs. B. F.
Sears, just outside the city ,beyond
Mechanicsburg. The happy pair are
now visiting in Marion, Ky., at the
home of the groom's parents. Re-
turning they take up their home here.
The young lady is very popular
and quite pretty. She is the daugh-
ter of Mr. B. F. Sears.
Smithland Nuptials.
Miss Emma Davis of Smithland and
Dr. G. D. Chipp of Missouri were
united in marriage Wednesday even-
ing at the Methodist church of that
neighboring city, and the nuptials
was elite a social event of Smithland.
The young lady is a very beautiful
and charming girl of culture, who
possesses many friends and warm ad-
mirers in this city. She is the daugh-
ter of Mr. J. M. Davis, county judge
of Livingston county.
Dr. chipp is a rising young physi-
cian formerly of Livingston county,
who is rapidly coming forward in his Possessed of an abundance of good
rank in Missouri, where the happy looks that blend pleasingly with her
pair will make their home. many other traits, the cultured bride
is blessed with the requirements
Jolly Skidoo Party. causing exceeding popularity and ad-
Mr. Melvin Byrd of Trimble, near miration from numerous sources. The
Tenth street, accordedi a number of
friends a most enjoyable time Wed-
nesday evening with a "skidoo" par-
ty, complimentary to the twenty-third
anniversary of Ifis birthday. The
amusements of the gathering were
appropriate to the "23" occasion and
a fine time had. Refreshing punch,
ice cream and cakes were served.
Those there were Asses Cora
Riohardson, Edna F-ades, Bessie Lane.
Mary and Nell Barry, Clara St.
John, Irene Curd, Messrs. Marshall
Puryear, Durward sutton. Russell
McClain; James Divis,,,Ed Wolf, Wat-
son. Bockmon, Geoge Helliday, Ed
Curd
Monima Hopkins-, Lulu Reed,
Thompson, Margarette Parks,
Parks, Mary K. Sowell, Carline
ell, Estell Hale, Lillian Gregory,
Myrtle Greer, Martha Davis, Lillie
May Winstead, •Elizabeth Atkins,
Fannie Coleman, Rella Coleman and
Elizabeth Sebree.
•
Magazine Club.
The Magazine club will meet Oct.
11th with Mrs. Bertie Campbell at
her home on Broadway, and during
the session the literary ladies will
hold their annual election of officers.
Mayfield Couple Wed.
Mrs. S. E. Charlesworth and Mr.
J. G. 'lure of Mayfield, were united
in marriage yesterday afternoon at 2
o'clock in the parlors of The Palmer,
by Rev. Calvin Thompson of the
First Baptist church.
The couple are well known people
of the adjoining county, wihere they
returned yesterday afternoon after the
ceremony.
Susie
Clara
Sow-
For the Little Folks.
In honor of the eighth anniversary
of her birth, little Miss Elisabeth
Hill of Sixth and Clay streets re-
ceived many friends Wednesday af-
ternoon, and a happy time had, in-
dulging in many games and other
amusements.. Dainty refreshments
were served the guests, who were:
Little Misses Catherine Bernard,
Loretta and Nell Halpin, Laurp, Irk%
Helen and Sarah &ayes,' tligabeth
Hale, Maudic an,d Gertrude Grouse,
Dewey Markey, Katie and Elizabeth
Overstreet, Lean Gentry, Marian
Wright, Lillian Puckett, Lora 'Robert-
son, Geneva .1..ano, Irma add Collie
Robertson, 1 Catherise Williatheson,
Roberta Bloom. tone Rose, Ruth and
Vivian Leper, Elizabeth Shelton,
Fforence Isift,denfield , Alma Lock
wood, glary h'rances Baker, Slaty
14'ora ohlart Martin, Casherine
Elonie White, Isocitle.Raleigh,
Biluichh'Ovelktreet; Masters-Col-
Fes clerks -Joe Diekie, •Siartots Iley-
tori, Wilha Wkight. Hintin Ware,
Bj;!esn.,Ashton, Joe Huffman, Fofest
Hunt, °lark* Leake, Edivin Smith
Marks. Leake, idwin 'Smith,
Rtrnell Cdoln rmieriett: Durrett, John
Wit/ ha itrescins 'Rayersond• Shel-
ton, Tom Rivers, tRobertyLee Eaker.
Cluthding Card Party._ ,
An tunisnally chatming affair of the
past week was the cat1t1' pifty Mon-
day aftirribentSW' J1. Jobb MIt*ntl.'
less At her re.adeitteim Wr4 jtffert
son street. The y intnenied %gilett for
the occasion in's her Visiltif, )44,1su Su-
sie WCanilless. di New—Vatic and
eight table, were filled nidi sabreplayers.
The first 'prize of s Japanese vase
was taken by Miss Clara Parks, who
also took the lone hand gift of a hand-
painted bruSh tray and comb. The
first trophy she presented to the hon-
ored guest. The consolation of abook went to Miss FannysCrIleinan-A dainty course luncheon -followed
, the game. • • • •
The guests of the afternoon were-
Mts. Ada Van Pelt, Oaklauds Cal;
Mirs. J. D. Martin If San ,Francisco,
Mesdames Wheeler :Campbell, Luke
Russell, Daniel Hugtna, Allen Aar
craft, W. B. IstoPherstro C. C. Burk,
J C. Flournoy. litibbarli Wells, Will-iam Marble, Charles JICtidquot, 0.
Warren, J. E. Williamson, Jr., Hettry„
Rudy, John S. Bleecker, T. C. i.e
Harry Williamson, C. C. Grassham,
Charence Sherrill, Ned Baker, D. M.
Flournoy, R. D. McMillen, M. G.
Cope, J. K. Greer and Misses Manic
Col*, !tette Jfatfield, Nell Paxton,
Chenal-Block.
Two of the city's exceedingly popu-
lar and-highly esteemed young people
will be united in marriage next Wed-
nesday afternoon, Miss Mary Matild'a
Ohenal and Mir. Frank Block. The
nuptials, occur at 3 o'clock at the St.
Frances de Sales parsonage on South
Sixth street near Broadway, Rev.
Father Jansen officiating. Follo.sving
the ceremony the pair leave for an
extended bridal trip through the
South, and returning here, take up
their home at the residence of the
young lady's parents.
Throughout a very wide circle of
friends the happy pair are unusually
popular, and are receiving the warm
congratulations of all upon consuma-
tion of the approaching event, that
bind their hearts together for life.
bride is the daughter of MT. Joseph
Chenal. the sterling gardener of
North Tenth street.
Mr. Block is known to all as one of
the South Side's reliable and progres-
sive retail grocers, whose establish-
ment is a thriving place under his
business-like management. He is a
congenial man of traits that make
friends of all.
Evening with Miss Byrd.
Miss Mary Byrd entertained in-
formally Friday evening at her home
on Vs'est Trimble street. A unique
contest of the evening was a "Penny
Conversation" in which Miss Allie D.
Foster won the young lady's prize
and Mr. Spencer Starks the young
gentle man's. The color scheme of
olive and gold was carried out in the
dainty refreshments. The guest list
included Misses Loretta Billings of
Pensacola, Fla.; Vera Davis, India
Long, Clara Smith, Allie D. Foster,
Mariana Young, Carlisle Farmer,
Fannie Pendley, Messrs. John Dono-
van. Louis Fetter, Guy Lockwood,
Spence? Starks, James McGinnos,
Waddy Allen, Charles and Leake.
*MISTS
WARRANTS
THOSE AGAINST L. M. STEPH.
ON CONTINUED AGAIN ,
YESTERDAY.
Emmett Shoffner Held to the Grand
. Jury for Assaulting Young
White Fellow.
L. M. Stephon, the Ninth and
Court street druggist, was given an-
other continuance in the police court
yesterday morning of the four war.
rants charging him with selling co-
caine without a prescription. This is
the fourth cotainuanee in the mat-
ter.
Goolie Graves, colored, was given
postponement of the warrant charg-
ing her .with stealing a dress skirt
from the daughter of Dr. J. W. Pend-
ley.
Emmett Shoffner was held to the
grand jury on the charge of assault-
ing a boy with rocks in the hollow
near the union iiepot. Thin Lowery
via% dismissed, he being with Shaff-
ner at the time of the assault
Ed Vassenr and Herman Williams,
were .given cbntinuances until Tuts-.
day 9f The charge of receiving tick-
ets that hod been stolen from the
Henry' Petter Ice ebnipany.
The warrants charging disorderly.
cbriduct to Freemen Torian, Charles
Thomas, Ben Satterfield, Woodia
Williams and Wesley Pendleton were
distitissed.
Sam Barker was fined $10 for dis-
orderly conduct. He knOcked Dock
Ballowe down during a controversy.
The biblical cubit was nearty
inches.
WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST .
(Daniel E. O'Sullivan in Louisville
Post.)
'Wiliam. Randolph Hearst -must
be reckoned with, not alone in mu-
nicipal and state politics in New
Yorki but in. national affairs as well.
It will not do to try and whistle him
down the wind with the pert com-
ment, half sneer and ralf linuerdo
that he ;s "a man with a check
book." In other words, a millionaire.
Yes, a dozen times over, but he is
using his money,, not to raise the
price of commodities, nor to corner
the wheat market, not to rob his fel-
low marl in Wall street; not to op-
press any human creature reduce his
wages or close the door of opportun-
ity in his face.
When Mr. Bryan faced the hordes
of monopoly in 1896 -without enough
money in the treasury d'a the national
Democratic committee to buy one
hundred 'postal cards, Mr. Hearst tore
the covers from' his check book, and
for every dollar contributed by the
Democrats of the whole nation he
matched it with another dollar of hts
own, an act of generosity without
precedent in the history of politics.
When the Democracy in two need-
ed a newspaper to fight Bryan's bat-
tles in the West, Me. Hearst's check
book created the Chicago Daily
American, overnight, as it were, risk-ing a half mlilion dollars in the ea-
terprise, that his party might have
proper representation.
When the gas trust incubated new
schemes to plunder the people of New
York City, an injunction, secured by
able at'torneys paiclaby Hearst's check
book, frustrated their nefarious plans.
When the ice trait laid a heavier
hand upon the poor wretches that
swelter` in tenements and wither in
the sweat shops, Hearst's check book
exposed the Tammany' politicians,
*hose pockets were stuffed with
stock, whipped them from the public
service and broke she power of the
monopoly.
When Baer and hie fellow barons
drove the wretched miners from the
darkened coal pits to starve in the
hovels they called "home,:' Hearst's
check book fed them and their fam-
ilies and fought their battles before
the courts.
Wherever the lowly have gathered,
wherever the poor have cried out,
wherever labor has been oppressed,
or children have suffered, Hearst's
check book has been a panacea.
I do not look for motives. His
purpose may be to increase the cir-
culation of his newspapers, to fur-
ther 'his political ambition or to out-
wit a rival, but the result remains—
the greatest good to the greatest num-ber, irrespective of rare, religion or
politics. I only know that he has
done the things I have set dow—n here,
not infrequently with crashing of
cymbals and beneath the glare of
torches and fireworks, but he has
done them lavishly and well.
Andrew Carnegie builds libraries,
and Cecil Rhodes 'builds ! an em-
pire, but William Randooh Hearst
is building broader arid higher 'than
either of them. He is the real trio
bune of the people, fighting for them
a journalistic and political loattle in
a dozen states, against the foe of spe-
cial privilage, and intrenched monop-
oly; demanding a higher wage, fair
hours of labor, schools for the chil-
dren, lifting the crushing burdens .of
work from their young backs and
striving to make them worthy of a
higher citizenship.
-
He has been called, a Socialist, butl
he deny & the. sole impejicktmeRt.
Hearst is a Democrat—flexible word
in these dap.* of fluid politico and new
alignments: oilot tie reserves the righ'
to otesry the prieliples. of Jefferson t J
present-day icondilions. lie is an
arch enemy of, trusts. He favors a
revision of alio tariff. He believes
that 'the director who robs a bank or
an insurance company ought to be
taught the lock-step instead of being
invited to lead a german in the ranks
of the Four Hundred. Old-fashioned
idea, to be sure but likely to grow
in favor. He is opposed to monopoly
in any form. He believes that the
boss is an extraneous, cancerous
growth, and that tilterbody politic tot
live must feel the surgeon's knife.
When a street railway fastens its ten-
tacles upon a city's streets, secures itsi
franchise for a song, or the price of
a boodler's vote, waters its stock and
fattens off the people it has robbed,
he harbors the primitive notion that
the municipality should take over this
property at a fair price, and let fu-
ture profits go into the pockets of
the taxpayers. He holds similar views
about thieving gas • companieis and
there are such—at least in New York
City. He has studied the complex
problem of the public ownership of
public utilities with travel in foreign
lands, deep study of books and the,
experience of other nations to guide
him, and he is convinced that by no
other means can the people wrest
from predatory wealth one of its dear-
est possessions—the right to exploit
the streets and 'highways of the mu.-
nicipality and the nation.
These are only a few of the planki
in the platform that Will orn Ren-
doiph Hearst and his neswspipers
vocate every day in the ytor.
are not anarchistic, socialistic ors/coo=lutionary. They strike at theotOtegfl
the abuses whith threaten thalos00
existence of democratic govt 4111f.Standing for these basic principles
of right, planting his banner upon al
fortress, every stone of which is hewri.
in conformity with the people's bopeO
this young champion of the mIssiell
must, indeed, be reckoned with. Hehas youth, great wealth, a sound body,
a 'fine mind, high purpose and a res-
olute •heart. How can he be driven
from the journalistic watch tower
by a sneer, or routed from leadership
by the unsupported insimotion that'
he has bought his way to the affec-
PUBLIC PARK
COMMISSIONERS
PRESIDENT MURRELL CALLS
THEM TOGETHER SOME
TIME THIS WEEK.
Academy of Medicine Holds Meeting
Tomorrow Night at Eagles'
Home—Other Gathering,.
President D. G. Murrell will call
the park commissioners together one
day this week in order to arrange to
receive the bids they will get from
contractors to put the stone curb and
guttering around Lang park on Foun-
tain avenue.
Library Trustees.
The trustees of Carnegieo library
meet Tuesday evening' in monthly
session at the building, on Ninth and
Broadway.
Academy of Medicine.
The Arademy of Medicine will
meet toinorrow evening at the Eagles'
home, on Sixth and Broadway. The
physicians have secured a room at
this building for their weekly gather-
ings.
0•••••••••
Arbitratibn Committee.
The school arbitration committee
meets tomorrow night at the Office
of Mk. Eli G. Boone, on Broadway,
to again take up the Morgan mat-
ter.
Schoal Trust*.
The monthly meeting pf'ijle sickool
truftees will. be held Tu4sday rilght
at the Washington build on West
Broadway., .
Wow night
In regular semomont y, Session at
the city hall general' sissiAly cham-
ber.
•
Cou01
The council meets
• Central Body.
The Central Labor body did not
hold the meetings intended for the
week just past on accoun't of the in-
clemency of the weather. It was in-
tended to meet last Wednesday night
.5'
and check over the accounts incurred,
ly the recent carnival given by the
organized unions, while !ast Thurs.
day night it was desired to hold a ses-
sion and settle the controversy over
the Goddess of Labor. 1 he rainfall
of both evenings prevented the mem-
bers from getting out, therefore noth-
ing could be done. They will wait
now until the regular mee.ing, which
is next Thursday night.
TIIE DOODLE •
BOO SONg,
YOUNG ITALIAN GIRL PRE-
FERS DEATH TO MARRIAGE
TO SUITOR.
• •
"I Don't Want 65 %tarry Him—Take
Him Away, Take Him Away!"
. She Cried.
New York, se-pt.. 2e.—A strong
;Ind mysterious romance surrounds
the sad fate of •a beautiful young
Italian girl who jumped froth the
steamship Koenig Albert, of the
North German Lloyd Line, at quar-
antine, and who was drowned before
an alarm was sounded—ber body be-
ing swept to sea by the outgoing
tide.
The man in the, case, a swarthy.
handsome Italian of the brigand type,
under Whose power the girl seemed
to Cower from the time the steamer
Sakd from Genoa, Ltaly, on.Septem.
her ls1, hasi..lren at Ellis Island await..
in an, itisIostigation. the girl's name
was Cotiteisioda' Vlatnani. She was
about' tilentey years old and remark-
ably beautiful. The man, of whose
pfesence she seemed to stand in !nor
'tat terror, is known as Valentine.'
Valleneino. Ile is about twenty-eight
s old. No one could tell any-
g aboUtohirn.
For twoidays the girl lay in the
ship's hospital under the doctor's
care, and talked constantly of the
man.
"I doret want to marry. him," she
would sob "take him away; take him
alray."
Fall Dress
dds, Silks
All the latest ideas--the newt,: color effects—the most
exclusive combinations re embodied in this grand display. •
You know through years of experience that no store equals
this one for good Dress tloods and Silks, either in quality or
prices. t 
;Isiffon Broadcloth, light
weight, all pure wool:, 54 in-
ches wide, one of the most
fashionable fabrics for fall,
comes in all the wanted col-
ors; per yard 
Gray Panama Shadow Plaids,
48. inches wide, all pure wool
popular and fashionable for
fall wear; per yard 
 $1.25
Liberty, Satins, a4 inches
wide, loft finished, bright
luster, come in white, black,
gray, garnet, navy or light
blue; per yard 50c
Plaid Silks for Waists—We
show a handsome collection
of new combination of col-
ors, per yard 
One lot of .WOol Drat
Goods, stg ay grouts* with
overplaida of neat colors an
combinations; also Covert
 Cloths; conic iii nutty new
combinations, large assort-
ment; per yard 50qo
Scotch Plaids, 36 inched!
wide, come in a variety of'
pretty combinations, per
yard 50c
Mack Tatiesta Silk, 36 in-
ches wide, warranted to wear
per yard Soo°
Colored Taffeta Silks, ig in-
ches wide extra fine quality,
comes in all the wanted col-
ors, also white or cream;
special, per yard 75c
Smart !Tailored Suits for fall at $2a.50 axe remarkable values.
Other styles at Sza to $35.
UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY
Warm but not heavy; good but not costly. Giving good val.ties has largely increased our sales of Underwear and Hosiery.soon
Union Suite for children Ladies' black cotton Hose,at 25C. 50C, $1 .00 fleeced, at 15e or 1 pr for 25CUnion Suits for ladies Boys' and girls ribbed hose
at 25C, 50C, $2.50
GLOVES
Time to wear (*ern., - time to buy them.
Long Black Silk Gloves, good heavy weight, at perpair
Long Black Kid Gloves, they are scarce but we have afew; price per pair 
FALL MILLINER
$1.50
• $3.50
If you wish to see a magnificent display of lall Millinery call
on Mks. Clark.
Broadway and Fourth
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used "ordinary'
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and freak having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Use
them in your
and preserving.
canning pickling
IJ. V. OehlschlaeoerDRUGGISTSIXTH AND BROADWAY
1
DL HOYER
Room aoe Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone 04d 33t R. Residence
'phone old 464.
NOTICE
Highost Prins Paid for Second-Hand
STOvEs. AND FURNITURE
Buy' anything and sell
sziloise Court Street: Old Phone
131 I
Fraiisiola
MOVING WAOON IN CONNEOF
TION.
PAST BLUE 'RIBBON
IIOTTLE BEIM
Sold at
• •
Grey's Bast, sale Oictos• r
Palmer House Bar, ' '1 it"-
L. A. iangokarlion.
That rue
-dews, tired feeling is the
flaw romptem of MALARIA. take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific far all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price go Cents Per Box.
BACON'S°
&RUG STORZ.
Sevesdit and Jackson et. Phone 23o
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
LoguivIlli, KY-,, Horse Show: Dates
of sole September 30th to October
61k. !poll inclusive, limit October 8th,
tpo6. Round trip risk ago.
-Lodge K.
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Se0-
tesalssr josh, October 1st and and,
wad. limit October 6th, 1,056. Round
tap nue tagg.
Leseianton, Ey., Fall Races: Dams
attlo October and to 13th, tits6
- Boit October 14th. 1905-
dip rite 646
Louisville, Ky.—Grand Lodge, F.
A.' IL 'triad Chapter R. A. M.
Dotes of sale October igth and ;6th,
Pe6 m October 
iti.rslilveoet;$2 6.61:30:Toipbeliratootiet b, Itosio6b.erRoiusnd,
tale °dare 6th and 8th to 13th
Ttita.,—Stabe Fair: Date
Iic 
rood d r
Asheville, N. C.,—Misslonery Con-
ference Proteitant Fpiscopal church.
bates Of sale 0c,,ee zond and 23rd,
t9t56, limit NovUitelt! sth, 1906.
Pallas, Tex., iternatiOnal Assoc-
• 1 iation of Fire ineers. Dates of
d 7th, igo6. Lim-
_vents.
'I
_
171/111rn: 
....171,rigriFIFIr."81715rTr1711.'‘WIPr".
ODD FELLOWS'
GRAND LODGE
BODY CONVENES ONE WEEK
FRbM NEXT TUESDAY AT
HARRODSBURG.
it ---141. KELLY A CANDIDATE--
Litt FOR GRAND WRROEN
-
'THE DAUGHTERS OF REBEK-
AH BROUGHT TO CLOSE
ANNUAL MEETING.
-Elks Are Awaiting Arrival of Re-
tn.inder of Furniture, Before
taivang Re‘eption.
The Odd Fellows of this city are
ipreparing for their grand lodge of
-the state that meets one week from
mat Tuesday at Harrodsburg, Ky.,
1 for a two day's session. It Promises
to be a very interesting gathering,
with hundreds of representatives
present from over the state. The
&legates from 'Irgleside lodge of
this city are Peter J. Beckenbach, J.
Coclorell, William H. Patterson
.End L. K. Taylor, while those from
'Mangum lodge are Gus. G. Singleton,
William Morgan. C. G. Kelly and 0.
T. Anderson. Since being elected
•one of the local delegates, Mr. Tay,-
lor has moved from Paducah to the
Indian Territory, but it is thought he
intends coming back to attend the
state gathering, although nothing de-
finite has been received from him
along this scor'e for some days.
• Mr. Kelly, who is one of the lead-
ing Odd Fellow, of the city, is a
candidate for grand warden of the
grand lodge, and has strong follow-
ing
The grand officers for the state
Grand Master: A. W. Clements of
lidorganfield. -
Deputy Grand Master: W. C. G.
Hobbs, of Lexington.
Grand W. -len: D. M. Bridges, of
<2 rrollton.
Grand Secretary: R. G Elliott. of
Lexington.
Treasurer: G. W. Morris, of Lois-
is.ville.
Marshal: 1. N. Williams, of Lex-
ington.
Conductor: James Robby, of Mor
ganfield.
Messenger. Samud Firc'hling, of
Louisville.
Guardian: Peler J. Beckenbach, of
• Padncah.
• Herald: J. A. Coleman of Somer-
t.
F r J. L Clark of
-Cynt hi ana.
The newly organized lodge of Me-
chanicsburg, this city, will not have
any representative at the state inest•
irg On account of the local sob 3 o'is.
ate not having a 'past grand" amonig
its membersh:o. Grand lodge dele-
gates can be no other than a east
grand. The new lodge here vri.1
Fnve a qualified member by time of
tl'e next annual gathering f the
state
•
4
4
Co
•
4
41 (P
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Rebekah'. Assembly.
The RebOsalis of Si.. state nsve
just closed th einual meeting.
which was neld Chit pas in Owens
bum, Ky. They ad (-toned Thursday
and the following delegates return-
ed: Mrs. Dr. Holland of Lamont,
Miss Mrytle Griffith of Folsomdale,
and Mrs. 0. T. Anderson of this city.
Mrs. Peter J. Beckenbach, the rep-
resentative from the Paducah lodge,
left Owensboro and went to Rock-
port, Mt. Verpon, Ind and other
points for a visit, before rcturing
home.
Sovereign Lodge.
The sovereign grand lodge of Odd
Fellows last night brought to a close
a week's session held in Montreal.
Canada.
Elks Reception.
Some time next month the Elics.vill
give their grand opening reception
for the new 'home building on North
Fifth. It had been arranged to give
it about now, but as yet the entire
fornishings are not all ;n. There
are some pieces missing from each
room In the hamtsorriz ammo:me. and
upon their arrival determines the
time of the reception, at which date
the entire public will be cordially in-
vited to come and inspect the quar-
ters.
MUST PAY OUT A FORTUNE
Rehearing Refused in Tax Judgment
Against the Tobacco Trust.
Frankfort, Ky, Sept. 29 —The court
Of appeals overruled the petition for
rehearing in the Continental Tobac-
ca company vs. the city of Louisville,
Involving a judgment of $90,000 and
interest for taxes.
..11111111m, 
RECErVER IS ASKED FOR
ABERDEEN COAL COMPANY
Bowling Green, Ky., Sept. aç.—E.
L. Mattley, trustee in bankruptcy for
J. E. Potter, brought suit in Butler
circuit court at Morgantown asking
that a receiver be appointed for, the
Aberdeen Coal Mining company 'The
-TOiareif at lAtierdeen,
Green river. I. B. Wilford of this
GRAND LODGE
KNIGHTS !PYTHIAS
BODY CONVENES NEXT TUBS-
DAY MORNMCI - AT
LOUISVILLE.
DELEGATES FROM THIS
CITY LEAVE TOMORROW
THE QUESTION OF ESTAB-
LISHING THE WIDOWS
AND ORPHANS' HOME.
The Address of Welcome Will Be
Dcnvcr7t1 to the D;:et'acrea by
Mayor Paul Barth.
Messrs. Lawrence Gleaves, Al
Young and Alex Kulp leave tomor-
row night for Louisville to attend
the annual meeting of the Grand
Lodge of Kentucky, Knights of
Pythias. Thine three gentlemen are
delegataes from the Paducah lodge,
and will participate in the grand
meet that convenes next Tuesday
morning and lasts for several- days.
There are 400 members of the grand
body, and dispatches from Louisville
say that ',so° additional people are
expected' there. The session will be
conducted in the Elks' hall of the
Falls City.
During the meeting there will
again come up the proposition per-
taining to establishing the Widows
and Orphans Home. Several years
ago Lexington donated $1o,000 to
the home, while the grand lodge put
Se2o,000 additional to this, making
$30,000 in all. They bought a place
in Lexington, but at the 1905
grand lodge, a committee was se-
lected to sell this Lexington place,
which is being rented out, and never
,11-ed as a home for the widows and
orphans of deceased Pythians. The
cause of selling the place is the dis-
satisfaction that has arisen in the
grand lodge over the purchase.
Word from the Lexington section
i:- that the committee cannot sell the
property, as none of the real estate
men will handle it as they
fear a boycott of their individ-
ual business if they sell the buildings
and grounds for the Pythian com-
mittee.
After the old place is sold. the
grand lodge will then take bids from
the different lodges over the state,
and which ever one makes the best
proposition the home will be located
there. This question has been agi-
tating the grand body for several
years now, but this time strong at-
tempts aril be made to effect some
character of settlement in order that
the institution can be started, and
cure given the widows and orphans
left in poor circumstances by de-
ceased Pythians
The programme for the ceremonies
at the grand lodge, is as follows:
Chairman. W. H. Hopkins, D. C. D.
Invocation  
 The Rev. E. L. Powell
Selection by Orchestra.
Master of Ceremonies 
 Dr. Dudley S. Reynolds.
Address' of Welcome 
 Hon. Paul C. Barth, Mayor.
Seiection by Orchestra.
Response 
....Grand Chancellor T. G. Stuart.
Selection by Orchestra.
Louisville Knights Welcome the
Visiting Knights....Robert Lee Page
Selection by Orchestra.
Response on Behalf of Visiting
Knights ..The Hon. J. L. Earlywine.
Selection by °orchestra.
Tuesday Evening October 3,9 O'clock
Reception, to Grand Lodge officials,
representatives and visiting knights,
in Elks' Home Cafe
Grand Lodge of Kentucky.
Grand Chancelior—T. G. Stuart, Ivan-
hoe Lodge, No. 48 Winchester.
Grand Vice Olyancellor—Mr. H. Mc-
Lean, Fidelity Lodge, No. 8, Cov-
ington.
Gramrelate—Geo D. Young, Daniel
Boone Lodge, No. 2,
Grand Keeper of Records and Seals-
5 W. Carter, Star Lodge, No. 19,
CFwenaboro.
Grand Mlaster of Exchequer—Jule
Plurnrmer, Douglas Lodge, No. 49,
Believue.
Grand Master at Arms-0. H. Pol-
lard, Pan Bowl Lodge, No. 122,
Jackson.
Grand Inner Guard—C. F. Saunders,
Comet Lodge, No. 42, Franklin.
Grand Outer Guard—W. J. Hissem,
Eureka Lodge, No. 7, Newport.
Supreme Representatives—T. B.
Mathews, Workum Lodge, No. 66
Petersburg; W. C. Quinby, Guiding
Star Lodge, No. 45, Dayton; Jouett
Henry, Evergreen Lodge, No. 38,
Hopkinsville.
East Chancellor—W. W. Blackwell,
Ivy Lodge No. 21, Henderson.
Methodist Episcopal bishop Earl
Cranston of Washington does not
wonder that the old church discourag-
ed the study of theology by women.
He holds that the sex as a whole has
little r_ertrence, and that women can
not diffeli•entiate the essentials of re-
ligion.
--.''..,PMI••••••Inaaprmmom•oo•mmm.n.m••....—
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Facts that can not
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Coal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coat. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.
P17 7 SBURG COA L CO.
Office 126. Broadway. Jas. J. O'Donnell,Both Phones No. 3. Manager.
YESTERDAY WAS
THE LAST DAY
MEN ACCEPTED
FOR SERVICE
ASSESSOR DICK WILL CON- LIENTENANT REED ENLISTEDTINUE RECEIVING PROP- THREE RECRUITS' YES•
ERTY OWNERS. TEK.3AY.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Deputies These Men go to Regiments ThatA Collected Thousands of Dollars Will Be Sent to Cuba, If the
Yesterday. United States Intervenes.
Under the law tomorrow tity As-
sessor Stewart Dick can commence
assessing the city property for muni-
cipal tax purposes, without having the
property owner to appear before him
and give in the list and fix a valuation
upon the realty and personalty. The
statutes prescribe that everybody
shall appear before the city assessor
by October ist, give in a list of all
their holdings and _rata a valuation
thereon. After the nrst the assessor
is empowered to go aihead and value
the properties at whatever he deemes
just, without the owner coming be-
fore him.
The assessor is not inclined to do
anyone an injustice, however, there-
fore will continue receiving the own-
ers for some days yet, and let them
give in the list themselves. He fears
he may value some of the holdings
too high, and is inclined to be lenient
with the people controlling the prop-
erty. The assessment he is now
making is for 1907 city taxes.
Thousands Collected.
Sheriff John Ogilvie yesterday, and
last nigiht collected thousands of dol-
lars from property owners, for coun-
ty and state tax purposes. He is now
preparing to make out his delinquent
list, which will be advertised in the.
papers and show what property own-
ers have not paid their taxes. If the
owners then refuse to come in and
settle, their hoidiirtgs will be sold and
enough taken out of the sale proc •tals
to defray the tax expense.
Lieutenant William Reed of the
main recruiting office at Evansville,
Ind., was in the city yesterday morn-
ing and accepted for the United
States army service, a number of re-
cruits that had been enlisted by
Sergeant Blake who has charge of the
branch office. James R. Morrison of
Benton and James E. Mitchell of
Trigg Furnace, Ky., were accepted
for service with the engineering corps 
It -ran Leavenworth, Kan. Spencer
Fralick of Princeton, Ky., was ac-
cepted for cavalry service. All these
men were last evening sent to Jeffer-
son Barracks, St. Louis, from whence
they will be forwarded to their re-.
spective regiments, after there is ad-
ministered the oath of office.
Lieutenant Reed left here yesterday
for Cairo, Ill., on official business, and
from there he will visit Mt. Vernon,
Ill., on official business, and from
there he will visit Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
recruiting station to accept the appli-
cants in waiting at that point. Appli-
cants accepted now will be sent to
regiments that will be ordered to
Cuba, if the United States has to in-
tervene to bring the revolution to a
close on that island.
Eleanor Duse, the famous Italian
actress, has positively vetoed a plan
to celebrate her jubilee, as was done
in England and France for Ellen Ter-
ry and Bernhardt When the subject
was broached to the signora she
thanked her friends, but declined the
honor,
WHERE DID YOU BUY
YOUR 
 PIANO? 
at
BM& in's
W. T. Miller
Selected This.
He's Been Selling Them Thirty Years. He and His
Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
•
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Cos,
Campbell Building. Bo* Phones 369
Fever
Season
Has few termini for the resident whose botwe is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Witter Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
325 Kentucky Avenue. 132 South Fourth Street. Both Phones see.
0410
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT 11XCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KIND S OF DECORATIONS.
C.
 C. Leo. 315 Bov,
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No.4110 203, 206 3. Third
r‘v
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Sunday Morning, Sept. 30, 1906. i
A Word To Good Citizens.
The city election occurs just five
weeks from next Tuesday. While
only one-half of the general council
and board of education are to be
elected, together with a eity judge,
the election means much for the pee-
le of Paducah. The apparent apathy
of the good people is a bad sign for
good .government. The forces on the
other side are alert aid watching
every move, and thus far, they 'have
much the best of it, having succeeded
in naming Or,. major portion of one
ticket. We will take the plhlic into
our confidence and tell :t that from
our observation and experience with
the history of mtn engaged in local
politics, we predict as matters now
stand, that a portion of each
will be elected and the good
of the past twelve months
ticket
work
swept
aside, unless t'he good people can be
prevailed upon to take a little Om:
from their businesa and devote it to
investigating conditions that will
confront them on the first Tuesday
in November.
.,Theroverage good citizen when he
final% Oat good morals have gained
one victoty takes it for granted that
it is net
V.
any more
ember, to
worth his while Is take
interest in the matter, or
leave the work for other
hands to do Six months ago the
high school girls and boys had to
elbow their way to school through a
crowd of barroom hums and loafers
at Eleventh and Broadway, and over-
heard all manner of obscene remarks
about them, but those places were
foretd to close; yet, if the liquor
and brewery interests elect their
men in November, those places will
be reopened in January and the die-
• • OW WWI,
liraosful scenes of the past years re-
enacted. The liquor interests are
busy, artU have their hired men all
corer the city quietly working for
men, z.nd when the rexhlican
city convention is 'held.. the 'hand cf citizens to maintain
....gonerrOONM.0,-•••
,-.1111116-
room right in front of one of the
leading churches in the city, and ad-
jaccnt to a schor! filled with young
boys and girls. The November elec-
t;on will decide whether o: not the
place is to be opened. For years
raduco.li has been known as a wide
opcn city and the people of this city
are acqnainted with the difference
between a wide open city and an or-
e.erly city, and each citizen car. de-
termine for himself which he prtftrs.
We do not believe that the good
people can afford to expect tt.e.re-
ublican convention to look aft.. the
good morals of the city. That con-
vention will be dominated by men
who Ayr' a brewery and who are as-
sociated with men who are in the
. t
iouor business. Thty bought the
brewery to make money out f it,
and it is to their interest to have
barrooms, dives and immoral resorts
o flourish in this city. The more
laces of that kind :n the city, 'he
larger the sale of h_er and liquors
The chief revenue of the places in
the red light distr:ct i; the sale oi
beer, and it is not reasonable t sap-
pose that men who make the stuff
and are prominent in politics. will
favor the nom.tat'Ai of men who
favor the suppression of those places.
It nfight be suggested that those
men were largely responsiblc for the
election of men now in the general
council. That is true, and it is also
tree that they overlook. .j their hand
and have since discoverod that they
made a m'stake. Some time ago
The Register made mention of the
.Art of one of th.r re:oil-I:can leaders
who Is also a brewer, calling up an
alderman when saloon licenses were
being refused and, tiring upon the
alderman to go slow that "he was in-
juring the party," and received for
a reply "I believe I was elected by
the good people of the city, and I
do not propose to vote for any lic-
ense where a respectable number
object."
The gang of republican leaders
who are allied with the liquor and
corporation interests are smooth polo
ticiant; they will make out like they
zre for certain men, and then have
tl:eir henchmen to pack the conven-
tion with votes against the men
whom they publicly advocate, and in
that way have "their men" defeated.
If the good people of Paducah are
ft (Ash enough to think the liquor in-
terests can be depended upon to
nominate men Who stand for good
morals and good government, they
will discover their mistake in due
time. ; .41
this day and generation the way
to do things is to get together and
work for that end. An ounce of pre-
the brewery and liquor interests will advantage by uniting into
play a prominent part in the electing men who will stand by the
vention is worth more than a pound
of cure. It is easier Jot- the good
their 'present
a body and
people, then it is to stand by indif-
ferently and see men put in office tomade to get men out for the
nomi-
being
demo-
cratic ticket, a prominent liquor man
and a republican financier went in
person to certain men favorable to
the whisky interests and urged them
tp make the race for the nourina-
tons. When it comes to the liquor
aod corporation interests, there is no
such thing as politics, they want
men in the general council that will
serve them and Who rrever hesitate
to override the people and give thooe
interests full sway in the city. The
liquor interests would plant a bar-
room before the doors of every
church and school house in the city
if by so doing they can add a few
more dollars tc /their fortunes by
degrading the youth of the city.
What care they for religion or edu-
cation? It 'is drunkards they want,
and you, our readers are the ones to
no the bidding of the other side,
and then get out and organize for
reform after the other side is in the
saddle.
Much has been said about the
progress of the city but its commer-
cial history does not bear it out.
More factories and businesr houses
have ceased doing business in this
city during the past two years, than
have been added to the city. This
truth is not pleasant to relate, but
statistics bear it out, and we only
mention the fact to emphasize our
contention. There is a coterie of men
id- this city who are identified with
the liquor traffic, franchise grabbing
ind handling other people's money
who apparently have done well, and
ate branching out into all sorts of
schemes; They have formed a close
furnish the' boy5. Even now efforts corporation and are trying to run the
are being- mad,. t establieh- * beer ft Is aettl that 'outside caj5itil
•is aware of conditions in this city
and for that 'reason steer clear of it.
At any rate Paducah has not suc-
ceeded in late years in inaucini very
many enterprises to locate 'here.
There is a reason for it, and our read-
ers can figure it out to suit them-
selves. When ever a city has a gang
that proposes to rule or ruin, the
quicker the citizens rise up and
squelch that crowd the better it will
be for the people.
What Paducah needs is a general
uprising of the ,people who have for
years suffered a handful of men to
dictate and control affairs in this city.
What the people should do is to ex-
ercise their sovereign rightss Am-
erican citizens and. select thaw own
representatives. They still have time
to do this by selecting the right kind
of men, inaugurate a whirlwind cam-
paign and for one month devote some
of their time to working for the
election of men who as public offi-
cials will represent the people and
not a coterie of schemers who are
looking out for their own selfish in-
terests and who do not care a straw
for morals or religion. They are or-
ganized and the only way to fight
them is for the people to come out
and force them into the open. If this
is done, and it can be proclaimed to
the world that the people rule, we
flourish like thewill see Paducah
green bay tree.
Now is the time to act. Every
voter in Paducah is familiar with con-
cfitions and a thousand or two stand
ready to unite for a change. All
that is needed is for some one to
take the lead in otartirrg the ball to
rolling. If that is (lone it will be a
st.rprise to many to see the vast num-
ber that are interested in the mat-
ter. The Register has no interest in
the matter other than to see the peo-
ple govern this city, and we stand
ready to indorse anything having for
its object the betterment of the
city, but that end will never be
reached unless the people get togeth-
er and work for better conditions.
The time is short, and the good peo-
ple should get together and decide
what they intend to do. Let every
citizen hawing the witlfare of Pa-
ducah at heart make up his mind to
be in readiness to act for the best
irterests of the people. There is no
polities in municipal affairs, it is
simply a question of who will
represent the people.
Tuesday is registration day and
every
best
voter in the city should go to
his precinct and register on that day.
While the law provides for a supple-
mental registration day on the third
Tuesday in October, yet if a voter
fails to register day after tomorrow
and should happen to be absent from
the city or sick on the third Tues-
day, he cannot register and conse-
quently cannot vote at the November
elect'on nor in the city primary next
year at which time a ticket from
mayor on down is to be nominated.
The safest and best plan for every
voter to follow is to take fifteen min-
utes off Tuesday and register.
The directors of the commercial
club of Louisville held a meeting and
decided- to call upon the mayor and
request him to veto the traction com-
pany ordinance which was sold for
$5,000 in the face of an offer of $to,-
000 from a citizen.
According to the dispatches young
Theodore Roosevelt appears if a bad
light. It is charged that with three
companions from Harvard Univer-
sity, he assaulted an old watchman
on Boston commons. While boys
and young men may engage in fight-
ing, yet they should fight fair. Four
to one is not fair.
A movement Is said to be on foot
in Natal, South Africa in fay& Of
complete union with the Transvaal,
by which Natal would secure the
Transvaal:, trade and th4 Tranfiraal
its own harbor. A ,
An Appeal to Voters.
Paducah, Ky., Sept. 29; 1906.
To the Editor of the Register:
Alter many years of !nixing and
mingling with the citizens of Padu-
cah, the pride of all Wits. Ken-
tucky; observing closely ht.- progress
and prosperity, with num.rous turns
of adversity and tardinelay and yet
possessing all the naturalssa. dvantages
to make her the foremost chit, other
size, in the South; Seem too, a
dozen or so men with',
upon her throat, strangling her com-
mercial prosperity and heapilig
burdens upon the small property own-
ers, without benefit as material gain
to them; we hail the dawn of a new
era creeping over the horizon and see
the good people awakening, ready and
anxious to climb into the municipal-
ownership ohariOt and drive it to a
glorious victory; enabling them 'to
shake loose that death-grip of corpor-
ate grafters and lift the 'burdens of ex-
tortionate taxes, both public and pri-
vate.......The. Democratic and Republi-
can parties both have tkeir warm
supporters and adherentf to their
fundamental principles, and those
principles are held sacredly by the
really honest elements of both parties.
who stand in solid phalanx, ready at
all times, to defend andl support such
principles, when, indeed, those sacred
principles are the issues and are in
peril. But when it comes to home
government, where conditions and
needs are alike to all; where national
politics or principles have no place or
concern; where self-constituted lead-
ers and politicians of both parties are
in the habit of getting together to
select men for office who will ac-
quiesce in their nefarious schemes to
legislate or administer to further
their own private gain, let it oppress
whoever it may; the good people are
opening their eyes all over the coun-
try, and likewise in our good city, and
will refuse to follow party banners
hoisted by the-se grafters to decoy the
unsuspecting voter. And the tithe is
Wow at hand in Pad'ocah when the
good, honest people, of all parties.
will refuse to follow the eictation
of these dark-lantern schemers,
and corporation grafters. The search-
light is upon them, and their candi-
dates, so far:
The indignation of the honest voter
is thoroughly aroused; the bugle-call
is awaited. and. ere long, the rumbling
of the rtrunicipal-ownersbip chariot
will be heard from Jersey to Row-
landtown, and the thirty thousand
citizens of our beloved city will resent
and rebuke the four aldermen and
their Corporation dictator-, where
avaricious greed and pilfering thirst
for money, leads them to degredation
and corruption; even to refuse to let
the people vote their sentiments on an
important public question.
It was disgusting in the extreme to
see some of the so-called prominent
Republican leaders sneaking around
with some of their Democratic allies,
soliciting men of their ilk to enter
into the Democratic primary. We
will not call their names, 4,nt some of
them runs a Brewery, sortie a whole-
sale and many retail liquor houses,
and some a hank.
A word to the honest voter: Be-
ware of these vipers and their hire-
lings; they %%ill come to you with
a pathetic party appeal, seeking your
support for their men on one ticket
oz the other, and possibly both, as
is sometimes the case, especially
when they are in "doubt- of this or
that candidate. They will raise the
party yell and wield the party lash
with hope of decoying you, the hon-
est voter, into their snore; but, for
the sake of your little horrors, wife and
children or mother and s stet's. stand
firm; look them in the eye and say to
them, you need no 'dicta. ir or so-
called political educator; that you
know the situation and 'ed• of our
city and its people, and Cut you ex-
pect to cast your vote for whoever
in your best judgment, statvds for
equal rights to all and siiecial'privi-
!eget to none." regardless of political
affiliation. Thrirla honestly, study well I
and act carefully an dconscientiously,
and, when you have done this, you
will have done your duty. Down with
gang rule and ruin, grafters and cot-
ruptioniat, and onward march with
municipal-ownership government by
the people, for the people's prosperity
to all alike.
MUNICIPAL OWNER-SHIP
VOTER.
Crossjng from Folkstone to Bou-
logne the other day on a sea that was
more rough than pleasant were two
well 'known members of the legal pro-
fession, a judge and a barrister The
latter was suffering silently, but sore-
ly, when the judge happened to drop
against biro as he leaned disconsolate-
ly over the taffrail.
"H'm! You don't seem quite at
home here," remarked his lordship.
"Can I do anything for your'
"Yes," gasped the seasick lawyer.
"I wi•h you would overrule this mo-
tion."—London Tattler. •
The only known survivor of the
naval 'battle of Navarino, which took
place in 1827, is stlil living near
Rhyde, namely, John Stainer, who
has just passed his tooth birthday.
Stainer lwasi intids.'hipman's tatelatard
on board the Talbot.
Hinkieville Road Land.
Five acres OM mile from city limits,
$175 per acre.
WHIT EMORE REAL ESTATE
AGEJ4cY FRATERNITY BUILD-
ING OTH PHONES 835.
AMA
AUK STORE
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DON'T YOU NEED SOME LIGHT WEIGHT BLANKETS AND
BEd) COMFORTS? WE ARE SHOWING SOME SPECIAL VAL-
UES IN THESE GOODS AND OUR LINE IS A BIG ONE,
Cotton Blankets
MEDIUM SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR $ •So
EXTRA SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER: A PAIR 
 
 .98
10-4 SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR 
11-4
:2-4
10-4 SIZE GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR ... 
...... 
10-4
11-4
52-4 GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR ....
11-4 GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR ....
50-4 GREY EXTRA HEAVY, A PAIR
55-4 PINK WITH BORDER, A PAIR ....
Kimono Blankets
GREY WITH BORDER A PAIR .... .
.75
SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR 
 
 r.00
SIZE WHITE WITH BORDER, A PAIR 
.e. 1.48
.75
.115
GREY WITH BORDER, A PAIR 
............ Lao
 
 I-11$
 5.48
 
 1.75 
 .9$
WE ARE OFFERING A VERY COMPLETE AND BEAUTIFUL
LINE OfF FANCY KIMONO BLANKETS AT 75, 89, ealt, $1.00, $1./9
AND $1,25.
CRIB BLANKET PER PAIR 45c.
Comforts
OUR COMFORT STOCK COMPRISES SOME OF THE BEST
VALUES TO BE FOUND AND INCLUDES BOTH THE SEWED
AND TACKED ONES
THE PRICES RUN SOMETHING LIKE THIS 7s,
Siao, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75. $1.95. $1•98, $2.25. $248 and
THE $2.75 ONE IS OF LAMBS WOOL FILLING.
$5.00, $5.19,
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
HANK BROS. Sole Agents.
Heating Stoves at Any Prite.
218 BROADWAY
WIFENYOU BUY A
Miller
Range • ./
VIM
YOU GET
The Best a*6 4,
. to
. 'Hundreds in use in
this city bought 10
. - .to 20 years ago. • • .
Examine one at
1.
REG[NT
For
Men and Woenm
Lots of shoes that' are "good for the money" are not good foranything else.
shoes,
material and good workmen produce stylish, good wear.
ing
A look at, a try on and a teem of wear is
of you now and we shall wiri your regard for
what we ask
THU REfitNI SHOf
MEN AND WOMEN, PATENT, CALF AND VICI KID,
BUTTON, BALS, AND BLUCHERS
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY.
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER—THAT'S QUALITY."
•
A.
.0
•
nations. 'When efforts were
,• INSUR
ACTI 1 N FILED
11••••••••••......••••••
MRS LEAH JOiHNSON ASSERTS
COMPASY REFUSES TO PAY
CLAIM. 1
• POLICY HELD ON LIFE
4
OF CAPT. JOHNSON
PRINCE STUBBLEFIELD SUES
LUNTZ STEVENSON FOR
DAMAGES.
B. II. Scott Sues The Hayes Drug
Company on Rent Claim of
$.435—Last Day of Suits.
Yesterday Mrs. Leah Johnson, ad-
• ministratrix of the ei-sate of her late
husband, Mendol Johnson, filed suit
• for $2,00o in the circuit court against
the Mutual Reserve Life Association
of New York. Her husband held a
policy for $2,000 and after death the
concern refused to pay it. This re-
sulted in the suit being isrstituted.
Captain Johnson took the policy out
in January Ores. •
Injured His Crop.
Prinre Stubbkfleti yesterday filed
suit in the circuit court against
Luntz Stevens, for $2oo damages, be-
cause Stevens turned thirty four head
of hog in upon the crop of Stubble-
field. The latter leased a farm from
Stevens, agreeing to give one third
of the crop for the rent. Stubble-
field says Stevens turned the bogs in
on the crop during this month, and
9 the swine destroyed much of it.
Suit For Rent.
B. II Scott has filed suit against
the Ilayes Drug Company of Sev-
enth and Broadway, for $435 claimed
due as rent of the building occupied
by defendant, and which is owned
by the plaintiff. The suit was in
natulre • of a distress warrant taken
out lii Justice Emery's court, and on
the drifts stock being taken by the
court, Dr. Jahn Niehaus was pot in
charge to run the place until the
account is settled.
Property Sold.
Property in the county has been
sold by J. B. Wickliffe to H. S.
Robey for $1.98:., and the deed filed
ior record yesterday with the county
clerk.
T. H. Bridges sold to ?stiles Frank
Bryant for $4,2o property at Foun-
tais avenue and Madison street.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
transferred to Emma Lee Weisner,
land out in the county, pursuant to
circuit court orders.
Marriage Licenses.
Yesterday was the last business
day of the month for the county
clerk, and his book, showed nitre
marriage licensee 'had been issued to
colored people, and 28 to white peo-
ple. daring September.
Yesterday a license was issued to
J. C. Fturs. aged 5o and S. E.
Charlerworth aged so of Mayfield.
The groom has been married once
before, snd bride twice before.
Grand Jury Disrobed.
Judge Reed went out to Benton
yesterday morning, received the re-
port of the grand jury and dismissed
that body, thereby bringing to a close
the term which lasted ony one week
.as pertains, to this jury, and only
four days, as regards the petit jury.
guarterbr Court.
Judge Lightfoot convenes his guar-
-terly coot* tomorrow at the court
/house, and after calling over the
drcket. will adjourn everything over
to the last of the week, as Tuesday
the fiscal court convenes its regular
quarterly session and continues for
several days, 4atring which period the
entire time each day it taken up with
it. . 5.,
Last Day For Ikits.
'Neat Friday is the last day in
which suits that are to 'come up at
the next term, which convenes the
tied Monday-of ,it month, or two
weeks ;from tomorrow can be filed in
the circuit court. It takes the clerk
the full ten days between the time
limit for instituting actions and op-
enin gof .court to get the actions all
docketed, papers served, and things
ready for trial. Those filed after
next Friday do not come up until
the January term of court.
•S
A
•
Society of the Trimble street Meth-
odist church meets with Mrs.. J. C.
Rlyis of reap Tritoblt. *street 'at 3
oraciek tomorrow afternoon'.
- The First Presbyterian church
Iluilding society • will meet .ati
o'clock tomorrow 'alternoon at 'the
_siattor's stustaiyhAson 041-olt 
•
spier
Othf e Gospel o
f
;
CHUlte.ff BREIiITTpla 4
,Rev. Dr. Graham Preachea Today at
First Christian Churclet—Other
1 Miews.
Rev. Cialrim of Lotiisiifie is
ri, the city, and will preath.morning
and evening ?he First IZIwistian
church. ihis--Moss--very learned arid
vigorous divine, and will be greeted
,ENTRANCE FIGURES.
•
They Are Expect5d shortly,
Will Be Placed at Courthouse.
•••.•••
 and
U1[11NrThe pedestals and figures intended
for the Sixth and Seventh street tin- j
trances to the county court house,!
are expected sometime thiaAveek, a,nd
vihtn trey arrive, will be-put in po-
sition immediately. The judge has inim4.0"
ordered stone columns upon top of
which some fancy figure will be plac-
ed. 'Mess will beautify the entrantce, 
way from the public streets, and be a,
great improvement over the concrete
arches that were erected some
months ago, but torn down after be-
ing up only a few days.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
PERSONAL MENTION. I
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Mrs. J. M. Phillips and daughter
Miss Carrie, have returned from
spending the summer in Pittsburg,
Pa., with the former's other daught-
er, Mrs. E. Park Montague, who with
her 'husband accompanied her, Mrs.
Phillips, for a visit, before going to
New Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts, of
Nashville and Mr. and Mrs. John
Love of New York, arrive tomorrow
to visit Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Phillips.
Miss Rose English, of Louisville,
is tithing her sister, Mrs. Reynolds.
Miss Jane Sheifington of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., and MTS. Gus Thomas of
Mayfield, will be the guests of Mrs.
George Flourrxiy this week.
Miss Emma Lou Love of Indian-
apolis, Ind., will arrive tomorrow to
visit Miss Carrie Rieke.
Miss Lucy Bruem of Webb City,
Mo., arrives this week to visit Miss
Marjorie Scott.
MTS. Susie Jorgenson 'Bowman of
Fulton will visit Mrs. Wm. Wright
tris week.
Mrs. Laura Johnston Clark of New
York arrived this week to visit Mrs.
Bertie Campbell.
Mrs. W. R. Hughes if Canadian.
Texas, is visiting Mrs. Harry C.
Rhodes.
Mrs. Emma Knauss of Evansville
is visiting Mrs. H. c. Hhodes of
West Jefferson. , *
Miss Agnes Leatis, gf Henderson.
was yesterday ineroil ,,etito a private
ward in Riverside isesp%1 where be
was operated on for appendicitis.
She is here visiting her sister. Mrs.
Cabell of Sixth and Clay street, and
Under-
taker Nance's
was moved to ihemfal in 
s
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rudfus of
Third and Kentucky, have a new boy
baby.
Mrs. Ada Hamilton is ill ,with ty-
proid fever at their ./ionse. on Hus-
bands street.
Dr. Adrian !foyer has moved his
offices from around on Legal Row.
to the second floor of the Frater-
ray building.
Mr.
North
attack
John Crombough, of got
Seventh 4 iJeering from an
of malaria.
Monthly Payment Home Bargain.
Frye room two story new home
Twenty-Elgth street near Watt%
Boulevard—facen Hughes' park $1,spoo.
$aoo cash balance $15 per month. 6o
foot lot, Vdlatts Boulevard addition
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY FRATERNITY BUILD-
ING BOTH PHONES 835.
Household Hints For Fall
'September might almost be called
the home-maker's new year, for it
ushers in the season when begins the
work of renovation, refurnishing and
setting the house in older ,foL the
corning' year.
During this month the dealers pre-
sent their newest styles and, as a
rule, close out, and often at very
great reduction in price, those that
have been in stock the previous sea-
son.
Frequently there is comparatively
littk• change in the styles of certain
goods, and the careful housekeeper
who, like "John Gilpin's wife," has a
"frugal mind." may effect a consider-
able saving in her expenditures by ju-
dicious selection.
A careful review of what is being
offered .by the best dealers in house-
hold goods emphasizes the fact that
the trend of the times is toward great-
er elegance, but less display, if one
may he allowed an expression so ap-
parently paradoxical.
Importance of the Frieze.
In new wall coverings the frieze is
the important feature, and also that
on which one must exercise greatestjudgment. They are all pictorial and
effective when displayed in the shops:
charmingly artistic pastoltal scenes,
marine and woodscapes, forest and
hunting views, the motif vection ,of
each design the reproduction of a
gem.' It's just that—the reproduc-
fon! -
omM 
The effect of a 16x18 dining or liv-Theby a 'env c
• room overweighted and circum-VF e Mi ionary Ing 
scribed by 24 yards Of these gems MP,'
not be as satisfactory as one had. an-
ticipated. The plain colored or striped
papers should be used for the main
covering of the ;galls and besides
these and the cartridge, standard and
ordinary kinds, there are burlaps and
the still newer grass linens and fibers
plain-- re:rioted 15F "Win Tbitv-eltri(-Tnal,
floral or geometrical design!.
•
•
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
E ARE SOLE AGENTS F011, THE BEST KENTUCKYCostl sold on the market. Why send your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky productfor less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy Luzern°you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
Barry dud
Henneberger
TEMPERANCE
DEPARTMENT
THIS THEME WILL BE CON-
SIDERD BY W. C. T. U.
THURSDAY.
Interesting State Gathering Now in
Session at Nicholasville by Temp-
erance People.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will meet
next Thursday afternoon at three
o'clock in the lecture room of the
First Baptist church.
Mfrs. Emma Byrd, superintendent
of the department of medical temp-
erance, will have charge of the ex-
ercises. As her programs are always
instructive, a profitable session may
be expected. Among the interesting
papers to be read are sketches of the
eminent Dr. N. S. Davis, for several
years president of the American
Medical society and Dr. Benjamin
Ward Richardson of London, Eng-
land, for many years household physi-
cian to Her Majesty, Queen Victoria.
The twenty-sixth annual state con-
vention of the the Kentucky W. C. T.
U. is in session at Nicholasville. The
opening exercises were held last Fri-
day evening and. the closing will taloe
place next Tuesday evening. The pub-
lished program announces the follow-
ing "'Declaration of Principles:"
"We believe In the coming of His
Kingdom whose service is perfect
freedom, because His laws, written
in our members as well as in nature
and in grace, are perfect, converting
the. soul.
"We believe in the gospel of the
gotden rule, and that each man's
habits of life should be an example
safe and beneficent for every other
man to follow.
"Wle believe that God created both
man and woman in His own image,
and therefore, we bealieve in one
standard of purity for both men and
women, and in the equal right of all
to hold opinions and to express the
same with equal freedom. •
"We believe in a living wage; in
an eight hour day; in courts of con-
ciliation and arbitration; in justice as
opposed to greed or gain; in "Peace
on earth and good will to men."
Tali§ afternoon at three o'clock,
Col. George W. Bain, the noted
orator of Lexington, Ky., will de-
liver an addressa, and this evening
Miss Mlarie Brehm. state president of
Illinois W. C. T. U. will lecture on
"The World's Outlook." Miss
Brehm is a magnificent specimen of
womanhood. Her wide experience in
temperance work giving her a right
to speak, her iorressrossti.s. ability'
in bringing things to pag• and her
marvelous command of language
make her one of the most eloquent
platform speakers as well as on of the
:cading White Ribbon women of to-
day. With the many entertainments
provided the convention delegates are
sertainly having a rare treat.
Trimble Street Lot.
We offer a genuine bargain in the
way of a .403T50 foot lot on the
north side of Trimble street, between
Ninth atwl Tenth street, $5oo cash
gets it. This is the cheapest lot of
the kind. in Paducah.
WFI ITTEM ORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY FRATERNITY BUILD-
ING BOTH PHONES 835.
What American 
Cities
Are Learning' HEARST LOVE FEAST FILLS(Chicago Examiner.)
The keynote of this week's conven-
tion of mayors in Chicago is the "reg-
ulation" of public utilities. By com-
mon consent the League of American
Municipalities places this subject first
in importance.
One of our visiting mayors wisely
differentiates betv4en dhe different
kinds of utilities. He advises discrim-
inatipn between those that a city
should obviously awn and operate and
those that may profitably be leased.
But the goal is the same in all
cases.---the "regulation" of the service
to benefit the community. This regu-
lative function must extend to util-
ities operated by private capital, as
well as those operated by the city it-
self.
A distinct advance in municipal
government is the present accepted
doctrine that gas, lipectrit light, tele-
phone and transportation utilities are
as distinctly public in their nature as
the administration of water plants,
parks and schools. All have a vital
relation to the community's well be-ing.
The first step toward ideal urban
government, therefore, is to reserve
within the city's hands absolute juris-
diction over the dual questions of
rates and service. This applies to all
the utilities named and to others of
quasi
-public nature.
The question of technical owner-
ship and operation of a utility must
always be secondary to the question
of service and rates. When a city
concludes to operate a given utilityitself the rule is practically universal
that private ownership and operation
has proven a failure.
This is true of Chicago traction. It
mai; be true before long in Chicago
gas, electric light and telephones.
Other cities are wrestling with one.
or other of the problems, according
to local conditions.
The municipalization of utilities al-
so derives public support from the
failure of successive city councils to
enforce the city's inherent "regula-
tive" power over private companies.
It is a fact that most American cit-ies sleep on their rights so far as
franchise corporations are concerned.
They tie their own hands by absurd
contracts that surrender the exer-
cise of "regulative- funtions.
Chicago has cut the „Gordian knot
as regards traction. But the legisla-
ture has not as yet given this city
power to own and operate gas, elec-
tric light and telephone utilities.
And yet the city is empowered, un-
der existing laws, to reserve the full-
est rights of "regulation" over all
these utilities in any new contracts
that may he made with private con-
cerns. This is the most vital issue
before the city council.
The Chicago Telephone company
wants a new contract. So does the
electrie light trust. The gat trust
will want another one in a little more
than four years. The city must either
protect its patrons of these utilities in
new con racts or the question of mu-
nicipalizing them will become as
acute as in traction.
The great lever toward. better and
cheaper service is the exercise of the
city's "regulative" powers. Reason-
able rates and the best service canbe enforced by city governments.
Public service corporations are heldby the courts to be public agencies.
They must he "regulated" for thepeople's benefit.
That is the new note in modernCity government, giving promise of
vast reforms.
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice at parties, dinners or any social
features call Dick Logan, old Phone
1352.
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
If 11
New York, Sept. 29.—The state
ticket of the Independence League
was ratified at a gathering that filled
Madison Square Garden to its capac-
ity last night. The Municipal Re-
form Alliance joined the league in the
conduct of the meeting.
The principal addresses were deliv-
ered by WI. R. Hearst and Lewis
Stuyvesant Charles Chauler, reipec-
tively, the candidate for governor
and Lieutenant governor on both the
Democratic and Independence League
tickets.
Former Congressman John DeWitt
Warner presided and evoked much
pleasure when, in his opening speech,
ihe declared that there had never be-
fore been a time "when the scoundrels
of the state were so massed against
a party as they are today against that
led by William R. 'Hearst."
Mr. Chanier concluded as follows:
"I have always been a Democrat, and
in common with the rank and file of
that great party ft has been a source
of infinite sadness to see it being
gradlually controlled by the same men
and bound to the same interests as
own and control the machinery of the
Republican party.
"We rejoice tonight that the rank
and file of the Democratic party have
freed themselves from the control of
113. 
the corporations. We congratulate
the Democrats of this state in that
they have chosen as their standard
bearer the leader of this independent
movement, William Randolph
Hearst."
A Franco-British exposition relating
to science, arts and industries is to be
held in London in 19o8. The proj-
ect was first proposed by the French
chamber of commerce in London, and
has received fine support, including
that of the French government. The
Duke of Argyll recently pre-
sided over a meeting of Englishmen
where the proposal to hold the exhibi-
tion was unanimously. adopted.
The strength of a grindstone ap-
pears from recent tests to vary wide-
ly with the degree of its wetness or
dryness, stones that are dry showing
tensile strengths of from 146 to de
pounds a square inch, but after soak-
ing all night breaking under stresses
of 8o to 116 pounds a square inch.
The Dutch government has brought
in a bill providing that all meat for
export from Holland shall bear as
official stamp as a guarantee of qual-
ity. Any infraction of the law will
entail severe penalties.
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"W ATCH ES"
Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swellin Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any movement
wish. Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 161 OLD
if your clock is out of order; we will call for it and warrant
every job in our use. Beautiful wedding presents in sterl-ing silver, cut glass or hand painted china. We are offerinz
some special low prices f,: the next to days.
line
the
yo I:
Eye-See Jewelry CRS Optical Co.
315 BROADWAY
J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
Mated, Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
....Sterling Silverware..
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selectioo
our pcs are very low indeed. Be sure to eat the advantages yr
are offering this season in silverware.
Wolff Jeweler
Now is the time for!you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best. Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME7and CEMENT. 'Ajgent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT.'
Phones: Old 960, New 245.
Cunningham,
- - Thirteenth and Adams S tree
• •
distinct localism in literature or a pe-
culiar vernacular, all its own in the
common conversation of its people.
James Whitcomb Riley is a poet
\.distinctly of the common, every-day
"Hoosier" type. Will Carleton is the
same to central New Yorkers, and
le,.er lights are representative,
though not so prominent. What John
Fox, Jr., is to the mountains and
mountaineers of Kentucky, James
Lane Allen is to the Bluegrass re-
gion. Each to his own peculiar and
particular section is "bone of my
.-bone and flesh of my flesh.-
Wkst Kentucky is slowly but sure-
ly making some strides in the way
'of a literature of its own. Half score
years ago William Courtney Watts
of Smitildand gave to the public a
succinct and brilliant account of early
life in West Kentucky, interwoven in
novel form—"Chronicles of a Ken-
tucky Settlement." Only last year
.a Livingston county man, James Prin
gle Adcock, gave to the reading pub-
lic a meritorious volume of poems—
''Heart Whispers"—which has been
favorably received in this country and
in England. Such writers as Mrs. El-
la Wheeler Wilcox of New York
and Madison Cowein of Louisville,
poet laureate, have in personal letters
to Mr. Adcock favorably reviewed
Ins literary efforts.
Before us now is a very tastefully
bound volume of poems by a West
Kentucky man, entitled, "Original
Poems, Rhymes and Acrostics," .by
William Yancy Erwin of Hopkins-
vine. The book contains 207 pages
and many poems on various subjects.
Looking at it from a poetic critical
standpoint there are many imperfec-
tions, but there is one thing the read-
er may be sure of, Mr. Erwin certain-
ly tells things fearlessly and pointed-
ly. The one characteristic which
s:- + + + + +
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Each section ,of the country has a makes his work resemble James Rus-
sell Lowell is that he pauses in his
Parnasus ening ing to preach—not ab-
stractly, but from a test including
book, verse and chapter.
Here are s ime gems containing
edged truths:
"But if a man i, right within,
He views all n:..n as brothers,"
and:
"When wrong begins the place to
quit
Is very seldom found."
To critics he says:
"I've noted oft :Rh tearful eyes,
How truth is cru hed 'neath theories."
In the poem entitled "Shades of
Daniel Boone". touches things that
are true in ars. states than Ken-
tucky.
"Your ancien- t l.... of justice
Are too often shields for crime,
Where men who 'vote the party'
Arc winners every time.
"Thieves think they have a license
To murder, steal and burn,
And if they 'vote the party,'
Sweet liberty they'll earn.
''The men you've placed in office
Have learned to wink at crime.
And those who 'vote the party'
Get pardons every time."
Aside from the above quotations
the introduction, to our mind, comes
nearer up to the poetic standard of
poetry.
A distinct line can be drawn be-
tween Mr. Erwin's poetry and the po-
etry of the present in that the vague-
ness and meaninglessness is absent
from his work.
The volume is a commendable first,
and a pleasant and profitable hour can
be spent in it, peru..sal, and, too, with
the thought that West Kentucky has
made a step further in literature.
—W. Hugh Watson, Tolu, Ky., in
Livingston Banner.
NEW FOOT
The football season is practically
*ere. The first games of tne season
will be played September 22, when
four games are scheduled in the
East. These are the teams which
are to open the season.
Penn. State vs Lebanon, at State
College. Pa.
Rochester vs Niagara at Rochester
Carlisle Indians vs Villanove, at
Lehigh vs Albright, at South Beth-
leheni.
a'rinceton plays her first gam: with
Villanove at Princeton September 29.
Pennsy opens 'her season with Lehigh
-the same day. So does WC.St Point,
.,:th Tufts as opponents. Yale plays
h.r first game with Wesleyan Oct>
her 3, and on the same day Harvard
begins play. with Bowdoin as her op-
ponent. Cornell also plays her first
game October 1. against Hamilton.
The first. game on the schedule for
Annapolis is with Dickinson October
The last game scheduled is, of
course, the Army and Navy. It is to
be played December 1, at Phila-
delphia.
In the meantime the work of pre-
raration is in active progress on
every campus from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, and from the Lakes to
the Gulf. The work this season is
particularly strenuous, both for
'coaches and players, for the new
rules must be mastered before play
begins.
While .the coaches will have all the
information as to what constitutes a
foul, an offside play, etc., there will
ce,-tainly be endless confusion among
t he players for some days before
.frey become accustomed 'to the new
style of game.
The most puzzling feature of the coaching the Penn Charter schoolreformed game will be the forward players at Philadelphia. .F ass. Until this ycar, to pass the
ball forward meant a penalty of five , Family to Care For.
.s.irds. and this idea is so grounded! Sallie, a negress, noted for being anin the minds of all football men that l excellent worker, was visited one dayit will not be readily dismissed. It by one of her old employers. Her
little shanty was very small, consist-
ing of three rooms.
"Well, Sallie," began her caller, "I
have not seen you for many years,
but I have come to ask you to du
some house cleaning for me. Will yots
come tomorrow?" ,
"Oh, no, misses," replied the other,
"I can't come any mo'; I'se married
an' has a large family. I can't come."
• "How many children have you, Sal-
lie?" 
4
"Twelve, mum."
"Where are they? I don't see any
about."
"Ya'sum, I have twelve—eleven in
heaven and one in de house of refuge."
—Detroit Journal.
is doubtful on that account if the
play will be used to .any extent at
first. Furthermore, the forward pass
will require much practice before it
cr.n be used successfully.
Another radical change, but one
which will be easily remembered, is
the ten-yard rule, requiring a team
to advance that distance 'in three
-downs to retain possession of the
ball. The principal effect of this will
be to force the players to attempt
end runs or passes more frequently
than in past years when the five-yard
rule was in vogue. It will take
time to become familiar with the
tnultiplicity of other rules, but they
are not so radical as the two men-
tioned.
Harvard's candidates have reported
for duty and were at once put to
work.
Ever since the close of the season
hat fall. Coach Held has been pre-
pa?ing for the campaign and plan-
ning how to meet the many losses
among the iinivetsity players of a
year ago caned by. graduation and
new eligibility rules, which provide.
Reporting Dishonesty.
(Memphis Commercial Appeal.)
One of the interesting topics for
discussion before the American Insti-
tute of Bank Clerks is the propriety
of reporting dishonesty. Individual
opinions expressed by bank employes
throughout the country differ. One ENDLESS CHAIN SYSTEM WASset is positive that any bank clerk A BURDEN ON THE POST-having reason to suspect dishonesty OFFICE BUSINESS.in any person connected with the
bank should report the acts giving
occasion to the suspicion to the board'
of directors.
Others, however, argue that
ports of this sort open the way for
spying, and, further, pave the way
for tretble for the subordinate who M,emphis, Sept. 29. 
—tnctless chainmight make report of the actions of systems of divine supplication havehis superior. Clerks holding the lat- fallen under the ban of the Unitedter opinion insist that the responsibil- States postoffice authorities. Fraudity attached in each bank position is orders are to be issued in the futuresufficiently great in itself without its- against any person who is guilty ofviting the worry and anxiety connect- promoting such an enterprise.
cd with an obligatory report of the For several months the postofficesactions of fellow employes, which thorughout the country have been
may be suspicious upon the surface, taxed in the delivery of a class of let-but wholly innocent when explained. ters of uncertain address, many ofCommenting upon the propriety of which have found their way to the
reporting these acts from the bank-
ers' point of view, the American
Banker says:
"It is very likely the last cling in
the world bankers mean when they
announce that the hiding of any
knowledge of dishonesty will place
the man who is aware of it in the
same class as the mart who has done
it. But it must be recognized that in
moneyed institutions each man must
act as a check on every other. There
is nothing in it in the nature of car-
rying tales. It is merely a straight
out-and-out business proposition. If
a man saw another deliberately put
his hand in the till and tale a hand-
ful of gold he would scarcely wait to
argue whether, as a man, he should
delay matter); until has employkr
f9ursd it out. 144s first instinct would
be to do something to catch the thief
and restore the amount taken. This
is only an exaggeration of the status
of the matter. Had the employes in
the Milwaukee avenue State bank
made a' stand against the dishonesty
which it is claimed they were aware
of there would not now be so much
FRAUD ORDER I ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLECORRECTED MAY 30, /906.
ON PRAYER
Many Memphians Had Carried Out
Edicts Contained Because of
Threatened Ill-Fate.
suffering in connection with the mat-
ter. Undoubtedly, those engaged in
the Real Estate Trust company of
Philadelphia would have awakened thedirectors to consciousness had
schools they chosen to regard the welfare of
!others before their own. The re-
quirement that employes report any
dishonesty is fast becoming generalin banks and trust companies. The
Chicago banks were the first to take it
up; now the Columbia Trust company
of New York has posted an order to
The last vintage of South Austra-lia yielded 2,655,947 gallons, as com-
pared with 2,o45.475 gallons in the
previous year. The wine stocked at
the end of June amounted to 5,800,298gallons
In one year, 1905, Southern finan-
cial institutions added nearly as
much to their deposits as they didin Rine-years a +decade ago.
ALL
that members of graduate
cannot play.
Harvard will lose much 'varsity
material, and particularly from the
linemen, although the 19o5 center
will be practically intact. The most
serious losses are Hurley, Carr,
Guild, Harrison, Leonard, Knowlton,
Leary, Cavenee, Squires, Nesmith, the effect that any knowledge of ir-Snyder, Montgomery, Paul McFad. regularities by either employes or of-den, Sicholas, Brill and possibly Lin- ficers must be reported at once to the
coin and Wendel. executive committee. As this orderHarvard will have at beginning of is signed by Clark Williams, who isthe season a nucleus for the center in president of the trust company see-Parker, Barney. Burr, Cunniff, Kers. tion of the American Bankers' associ-
ation, the attitude of that organizationberg and Pierce, all of whom were inthe race a year ago, Kersberg, Park- toward this new move can be well es-
er and Burr being the men who are timated. The subject will undoubted-
at the top in the Yale game. ly come up for discussion during theOthers who are eligible include national convention which meets nextStarr, Ofillthen, MacDonald, Os- month in St. Louis. Whichever wayborne, Kennard, Capt. Foster, Wen- the question is approved, the em-ploy-es of banks may be reasonablydell, Lockwood. Somers. Mason, Ap-polonto, Newhall, Hal, Kerans and sure that it will be fair and just. ASimons. From these and the new more able body of men could scarce-
material Reid doubtless will develop ly be brought together to sit in judg-
a team worthy of the Crimson. rnent on such ethical questions thanHead Coach Rockwell and Manager our American bankers as a whole."
Knox, of the Yale football eleven. Speaking from what we believe to
also have net the footbal season in- be the people's view of this question,to motion. Knox is a son of the we would say, unhesitatingly, thatPennsylvania Senator. both bank employes and bank officialThey issued the formal call for owe reports of this sort to the depos-
candidates to report September 17. itors. A Hank is by no means like aTwenty veterans appeared on that mercantile concern. The latter han-date. dles its own money and may or mayRockwell conferred with Dr. Al not deem it essential for one employeto act as a oheck upon another. With'Sharpe, the old Yale fullback. Both
s
Sharpe and Rockwell were formerly such a concern no one's money i 
r\ a'e basketball captains. They think eally in danger except that belong-that i basketball team play will be in- ng to the proprietors. With the bankthere is a great difference. TWe bulk(laced by the new football rules, and
will introduce many basketball moves of its business is from its deposits,
on the gridiron this fall Sharpe consequently, no matter what troubles
assist in the Yale coaching till Sep- may be brought upon those employed
tember 22, when he will begin to handle these moneys, they should
be borne, if thereby a greater degree
of security is established.
The question devolves itself into
the protection of another's proPerty,if there is no consideration receive8for the protection ordinary care is all
that may legally or ethically be de-
manded; but if there is a considera-
tion received, then the care demand-
ed ought to be extra, and we believeit is so required by both law and
equity. That the hanks receive re-
miinera don from deposits left in
their custody goes without saying;
consequently the care to safeguard
them should be more than that which
a person of ordinary prudence would
give toward protecting his own pos-
sessions.
Mil
dead letter department at Washing-
ton. There they have been proven to
be a part of a modern system of peti-
tioning divine supplication, which
Uncle Sam does not approve.
The letters were started evidently
by some religious fanatic. The first
was the copy of a prayer which was
to be read until memorized, and with-in a given length of time ten copies
were to be made and mailed to tenfriends. The injunction was contain-
ed in the first, and to be communi-
cated with each copied form to keep
the chain unbroken, under penalties
of having curses, maledictions and iU-
luck follow through the balance of
the mortal life, and lodging in thebottomless pit for a resting place af-
ter death.
Nfany of these letters were received'in Memphis. One young man re-
ceived a copy several months ago
who had no given so much atten-
tion to prayer in years. The baneful
penalties aroused his interest, and
be followed the injunction to the let-
ter. He alloweed a copy of the mis-
sive to be made by a reporter. but
retained the original and kept up his
part of the endless chain system. Oth-
ers who received copies merely fol-
lowed out the instructions and said
nothing. In Memphis alone the
chain had spread until thousands of
letters had been used in the further-
ance of the prayer.
The prayer was a simple one, very
like some contained in the regular
authorized Protestant prayer books.
It was an appealing, but ordinary
supplication. The interesting part
was the orders which accompaniedit. Every word of the prayer was
to be memorized within a given length
of time. It must be copied in plainihand, ten copies made and each of
these sent along to some friend. To
fail in this part of the work was tobreak the cha'n. Therefore it was setforth as an addenda to the supplica-
tion that the person who failed to
keep the endless chain in motion was
committing a dire crime, one for
which there woubd be no forgiveness,
and one that would cause fate to for-
ever frown upon in this life.
There was no hope for financial
gain on the part of the religious fa-
natic who started such an enterprise.
It was probably inspired in a sense
of religious duty. However, the pub-lic gave such attention to the sub-ject, whether through desire to pro-
mote such a laudable institution or
because of the threats contained
therein, that it had grown into a pub-lic nuisance, one that was proving
cumbersome to Uncle Sam, and afraud order 'has been issued.
Those who desire to pray can do
so ire the good old fashioned way, butto use the modern system of endless
chain supplication may cause trouble
with the United States authorities.
ATTORNEY SCOTT MUST
APPEAR AND SHOW CAUSE
Rule Issued Against Him by Judge
Stout for Alleged Remarks
About Jurors.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 20. —Circuit
Judge Stout has issued a rtile against
Attorney James Andrew Scott, a
member of the local bar, to appear in
the Franklin circuit court to show
why he should not be punished for
co4terapt of court in having made re-
mal-lcs concerning members of a jury.
Attorney Scott represented the
plaintiff in a damage suit for $25,00ia
against W. A. Gaines & Co., the trial
of which resulted in a judgment for
the defendant. The attorney express-
ed himself quite freely following the
!rendition of the verdict and made re-
?marks concerning the jury to George
' L. ITannen and Elmer Burndin, mem-bers of the jury. The remarks were
conveyed to Judge Stout and he at
once issued the rule.As a matter of fact, the spirit ofhonesty irs every man prompts to the A folding car step, infented to amoprotection of his employer's prop- invalids, decrepit or aged persons inerty. If the dictates of this spirit ',climbing
 on or off the platform, is thewere not hushed by the whisperings resultof trouble for one's self, there 
woulcr
 tho g
 of a kind-hearted woman'sht.
be no question as to the propriety ofthese reports. R. S. Woodward has computed that,
assuming the average density of theAn international exhibit of fash- I earth's crust to be 2.75, the densityions and a congress of fashions will at the center is 10.75 and at tootake place next year in Vienna under miles depth it is 3.03.the presidency of Oscar von Hoefft,
chairmas of the Vienna Fash:on acad- An alloy of 6o parts copper, oneemy, and with the siipport of the Aus- part tin and 39 parts zinc is foundtrian minister of commerce and the to offer great resistance to the actionmayor of Vemuia._Lt will be held dude of sea water, and has been largelying March and April. used in naval construction.
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Trains marked Cs) ran daily except 6unday. AU other bliss rimMir. Trains 1.3 and 1e4 carry through sleepers between Cheshmar.Emaphie and New Orleans; trellis ter and tor Weevers betimes Lassie-vile, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 8s2 sleepers betweenPaducah and St Loeb. Troia fin aminarte at East Cairo with Chicagodeeper. For farther irformatioa, gladrags,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, Qty chet Office, Pittlecoh, NY.R. IL PRATHER, TIsibrt Avest, Uakin Depot, Paducah, Ry.P. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., De Annie, lky.JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. 7L, Istemphhs.8. G. HAMM G. P. A., Cliewk
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"Savint Money
us
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It GrowsThe Easier It GetsAnd All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling
 Up
Ir••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••MaPag•••••••••••••••••••••••••••10
Start Today to Save a Little$1 Will Start You. . . .....
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
J. W. HUGHES
,f
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building /Rumania: puma pol,.
•
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1. C. Flatiumoy Cecil Ee
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, Ii and 12, C011inlotoia Bldg.
PADUCAH, Y.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Roma No. 5.
• Columbia Bldg.
4
•
#1
Office hours /Ito to a. in., I to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
•
41
4, Residence 296
Paducah,
Kentucky.
DR)
 
R. E. HEARNI
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120- NORirx FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
J. IC. HENDRICK, 7.0. MILLER,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Millet
dt• Marble
LAWYRES.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
ROOM. 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1 -2 Broadway.
AM-
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 130 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Office ass
R. T. LIGMTPOOT,
IA‘WYBR.
Will practice la ali courts of Ke
tacity.
mirmlnimmEmmiwanommt
C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Mu 1101 Meyers St.
Teiepkese 311.
IMMINENT-- Vow
•• DR. W. C. EMBANKS.
(Homeopathist )
a
Office 336 Broarisrar—alose 120
Resiesooe. 819 Broadway. /
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
401 Fraternits Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone ,
PADRYCAH, KRIITUCICT.
E. H. PURYEAR ,
Attorney-at-Law
I Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
*4 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, K y..
New 'Pbone 490.
IIPECI A LTIE/S :
Abstraetiag of Titles.
Insurance, Corporation and
114a1 Maar Law.
OLIVIER. oLlvan a M'OREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear liar
Marshall Cesanty; Paducak. Ky
4 Room 114 Prsternity
• r
a
New 'Phone 114. 011 'Phone 484
Gas1an soIliie
Engines
For All Purposes
t to 3oo horse power. Beet, *heap-
est and nic4t soonornIcal.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
11AR1Y E. WALLACE,
Paeatara.y.
A. S. DABNEIY
r 7`radmrt
Li TEL. MS. - • •-.i .41
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
OfSce and Residence, Recall 3 and 4.
Columbia Buikling.
Phone tom—Red.
Excursion:
St. Louis sad Tennessee River Pm*.
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 ForTennteteRe er Round tT:iretP
111••••••••.41•••■•
It is a tolp of pleasure, coadtat
and rest; good service, good tahL
good roams, etc. Boats leave goal
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. a
For other information apply to Jas
Binger, sesperintendant; Prank L
Brown, agent
11WINIM 
Excursion, Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage knot
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meaht and
berth basis&
HOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pats
of five or over $1.3o each, whiten.
meals; 113.no with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
twitter particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Paw Awn%
er GIVEN FOWLER. City Paga
Agent Phone 33.
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON. CIESANG11, OHEIRRY
Phosphate€
ARE GOOD. Wit
Ice Cream
WITU CRUEUIRD — OTIBAW-
BERRY, MACH. PINHABAPLA or
CHERIEL. 14 Burns.
HAYES
SEVENTY AND 132111•11PW A T.
Pkturak Elplaram Osalisatak
Water and Oil OtOna.
Mattes mai allaihtee
Framed tight up to der ha Eye min
MN time at dso
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
via amilinp.
 semelmomere
Dr. Sidney Smith
I)EIWPIST.
Office ores Glebe Deal sad Treat
Co., 386 Eroelaser.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIEMOT IAMB TO
CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Mee to Amaryllis,
lirevard, Lake ilbaitawayallwf
and awry otheg oesrepaujn
of the eke' asAl briaNal
country of Western North
offpripg a high altitude, baring
ail:nate, picturesque mortar sorter,
and spleadid hotels.
Send two cant stamp for "Lead of
tihe Shp" booltiot and other hand-
somely illustrated literalists.
J. F. LOrIAN, Tray. ens. Ageed,
Lexington, KY.
C. H. MUNGERPORD, Dist Pass.
Agent, Louhrville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, ',Maw Goal. Pus...
Agent, St. Loris. lie.
HOW PROSPERITY OVER-I
LOOKS THE PREACHER
The question of ministers' salaries
is a topic that apparently will not
down. The secular and religious press
alike agree that the clergy are under-
paid. An effort to secure substantial
facts as to the situation of miuisters
of the gospel in these prosperous
times has been made by the Rev.
George D. Lindsay, of Greensburg,
Pa., and the results of his inquiry are
given in the New York Observer
(Presbyterian.) The writer does not
state whether his inquiries were con-
fined to his own denomination, but
it may be assumed that the results
are fairly representative of wide-
spread conditions. M. Lindsay sent
to about fifty pastors seven questions,
covering in a general way their fi-
nancial condition. Pastors were se-
lected promiscuously in the cities,
larger towns, villages and country,
both in the East and the West, who,
for the most part, have been in their
present fields for ten or more years,
and for this reason represent the most
prosperous class of our ministes. The
questions submitted called for the
facts in the years 1895, 1900 and 19o5,
and were the following:
"1. What was your church mem-
bership?
"2. Did you have a manse?
"3. What was your salary?
". What 
"5. How many were in yourlifam-
ily to provide for?
"6. Have you been able to live com-
fortably on your salary?
"7. Are the ministers with whose
financial condition you are familiar
getting as large salaries at present as
they were ten years ago, allowing for
increased cost of living?"
Forty-two pastors replied. From
the answers it was learned that 33
churches have had a substantial in-
crease in membership; 22 have
manses; 17 have increased their pas-
tor's salary; only tz pastors have a
salary sufficiently large to meet their
living expenses; the average size of
the minister's family is 4
 
2-3 persons;
only to can live comfortably on their
salaries; and finally the salaries of
pastors have nowhere increased in
proportion to the increased cost of
living. By analyzing the returns the
writer arrives at their real signifi-
cance. We quote:
"The increase in membership of the
fifteen most prosperous has been 80
per cent. The increase in salary of
the same churches has been 35 per
cent. Fifteen churches have had a
large increase in membership have not
increased the salary of their pastors.
"But the increase in membership in
the last ten years does not represent
all the increase in the ability of the
churches to pay salaries. The wealth
of the churches has been greatly aug-
mented in most instances and their
ability to give has increased propor-
tionately. One pa-tor writes that the
wealth of his church has doubled, per-
haps trebled, in the past ten years. but
the salary remains where it was twen-
ty years ago. Tthe churches do not
seem to share their prosperity with
their pastors.
"Of the forty-two churches only
twenty-two have manses. Rents are
high at present, in some places. ex-
cessively high. This imposes a sore
burden on many pastors. They are
compelled to pay out for rent from afifth to a third of their all too small
salary. Whether a church has a par-
sonage or not, the pastor's salary is
about the same in amount. It it sel-dom that an extra allowance is madefor a house when the pastor is underthe necessity of renting one. The
margin of rent usually represents the
amount of insufficiency the pastorfinds in his salary.
"The increase in salaries has been
from 25 per cent to 750 per cent, only
two pastors receiving the latter ad-
vance, and these were in city church-
es which ten years ago were strug-
gling missions. On the whole, theincrease in sitlaries has not been any-
thing like the increase in expense of
living, made necessary by the increasein the number of persons in the fam-
ily and the advance in the price of
nearly all the commodities of life.
One pastor ten years ago had a sal-
ary of $1320 and himself to provide
for and he lived on $85o. Five years
ago he had a wife and $1500, and it
took $1400 to pay his expenses. Last
year he had still the St5o0 Frit
it coin him ftboo to live. This is
fr illustration of the steady and re-
tuskless Vncroachment of the hard
walls of the financial inquisitional-
chamber in which at least two-thirdls
of the forty-iwo pastors appear to be
imprisoned."
The size of the families of the pas-
tors would indicate that "race sui-
cide" has. reached the parsonage, ob-
serves Mr. Londsay. He idds:
"When we retnember that these
statistics were gathered from pastors
who have been for ten years or more
in their present charges, the fact that
twenty-five of them have either no
children or only one or two is sig-
aficant. Only two of them have the
old regulation family of six children,
and these arc both in snma-torninsini-,
ties and on a salary of It000, Six-
-teen -of the pastor!' havetwo chilaten,
six have only one, three have three,
seven have four, and five have five. It
is worthy of special note that nearly
all the pastors whose living expenses
do not exceed their incomes have but
one or two children. It would seem
that the churches paying small sal-
; aries.are making 'race suicide' a ne-
cessity of the parsonage. A promi-
nent minister remarked to me recent-
ly that it had almost come to the
I point where a preacher had either to
f remain single or marry a rich wife.
"To my last question as to the rel-
ative increase in salaries and the cost
of living ,there has been a universal
'No." The replies state that few sal-
aries have increased; that where theyhave, the increase has not been inproportion to the increased cost ofliving; and that many ministers areborrowing money to pay their living
expenses.
"The fact that the inquiries I sentout went to men who .have been. forten .years in their pastorate has given
us the brighter side of the situation.The majority of pastors do not stayin a field more than three years.These frequent changes indicate un-settled conditions and insufficient sal-aries—a constant struggle on the partof the pastors to better their condi-tion. If the condition with the bet-ter
-situated pastors is what the factsthat have come to me indicate, what
must be the situation with that great
multiude of preachers who are con-
stantly changing fields? Certainly it
must beggar all description."
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
EXPLORING FOR
EXPLORERS
+ + + + + 
-!*
Any one desirous of emulating thelate Sir H. M. Stanley's exploit of
thirty-five years ago might do worse
than turn his attention to the Central
Asian steppes, where are quite a
number of missing explorers waiting
to be "found." Mr. Belknap, for in-
stance, was last heard of at Kara
Kash, between Yarkand and Khotan,
in the spring of 1903, and is believed
to be somewhere in the desert of Go-
bi, probably held for ransom by sopa.band of nomad robbers.
Farther south, on the Tibetan pla-
teau, the mystery of the fate of the
two German explorers, Schenck and
We'smann, invites elucidation. They
disappeared as long ago as 1897,
while prospecting near the headwaters
of the Yellow river and, although
they had a considerable caravan with
them, no report of what has happened
to them has yet filtered through to
civilization. Somewhere in the ter-
rible Takla-Malaan desert, again, in
eastern Turkestan, are the two miss-
ing members of Sven Hedin's expedi-
tion, who were left behind with seven
camels in 1895, while their leader
pushed on ahead in search of water.
It would be useless, of course, to
seek for Mr Vince of the South Po-
lar exploring ship Discovery, who got
separated from his companions on one
of the sledge journeys in the vicin-
ity of Mount Terror. He doubtless
perished miserably within a few aim
at most, of being lost. Somewhere
within the wind-swept recesses of the
Great Southern Ice continent his eter-
nally frozen remains are lying as in
life t this present moment. But the
exact spot no one knows, or will ever
know. Anarctica gives up such se-
crets never.
PlabgklY, too, the three companies
of the. Duke of Abruzzi, separatedfrom Ihe rest of the expedition inigion near Franz Josef's Land in the
Arctic ocean, shared a similar fate.
Probably—,but not _certainly. For
Arctica is less inhospitable by far
than Anarctica. There are Inuit set-
tlements, isolated from the outer
world, fringing the pplar basin, in one
of which the missing men may possi-bly have found sanctuary.
Lastly, there is the case of Andre
and his two companions, Strindberg
and Fraenksel, who set out for the polein a balloon on Sunday, July tr. 1897.A fortnight later a pigeon was shotby the crew of a fishing vessel, and
on it was found a message from the
aerial voyagers, dated July 13, and re-porting all well. After that, silence.
—Popular Magazine.
The Deformed 'Spelling.
A wild rumor, in the full career ofits irresponsibility, is flying here.
there and everywhere, crying that
Putnam's Mlontbly has adopted the
"deformed spelling" upon which our
president—on all other counts our
pride and joy—has hastened to set the
seal of his personal and official sanc-
tion. Here and now, let us once and
for all bring down the false bird that
carries such news, and nail it to the
wall of truth. Putnam's will not
adopt the new orthography. It shiinkts
with an invincible repugnance -Ifni n
the itasilo 'of the "deformed spelling"in the path of Which lie great compa-
nies of dear old' words, mangled,
maimed and disfigured almost beyond
recognition. And it takes this oppor-
tunity of assuring all :honest and re-
spectable parts of speech that they
will he as safe from violence in. the
hands of Putnam's Monthly as they
are between the covers of the Century
Dictionary.—Putnam's Monthly.
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AD OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office. 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W.' WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
mecum REAL ESTAcriC.. WESTERN raerrucKy FARM& mitMlb11 THLY PAYMEN? LOTS FOR !WESTMONT. IIIIMERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
84111r-
'CDC^ R w. WISITTKRIORJr... 113%threfah. Ear.
oast4 ta8atm80-.181
j E. COULSON,
...P LUMBING
Ream and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 120 N. Third
IINE1111141L4W4W-OuLFE-...- 41:SiEle-41WilL"Wtore..-44E-441.4.41` 41-4W4C41111
Paducah Transfer Company
( I ncor poratpd.)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING WEIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO?' ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
BLSINbSS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start Thorough
cowrie in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmensisips cor-
reopmiciense, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, granumr, etc.
Call or write for beautiful new eau- dog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
—
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street.
Phones: New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
The Register, delivered, 10c per week
1111111114"
I.
1/
7T-
1.4
LAN GSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
Incorporated. PAYNL
 Yellow tij Gum M Ash la MaplePine Poplar Beech WalnutE °Elm R Sash, Doors,Blinds,Interior
Finish
•-«,•140
GUM, BEECH 41+11) OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND PbLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE-
Both Phones 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
"Horse Show" 
"Barnum
 DEATH CLAIMS& Bailey Show" "Dog
Show"
All make their show: but
M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE
Can "Show You"
The best equipped prescription de-
partment—Finest line of toilet
aitkles and perfumes—Purest and
freshest drugs and chemicals—Larg-
est line of surgical supplies.
"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"
AGENTS FOR FAMOUS REXALL
REMEDIES, EASTMAN KO-
DAKS, HUYLERS CANDY.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
RIVER NEWS
Cairo, i8.5, rising.
Chattanooga, 5.9, falling.
Cincinnati, 9.1, rising.
Evansville, 8.3, rising.
Florence, 8.1. rising.
Johnsonville, to.r, falling.
Louisville, 4.1, standing.
Mt. Carmel, 1.3, rising.
Nashville, 13.6, rising.
Pittsburg, 5.9, standing.
Davis Island Dam, 2.8, standing.
St. Louis, 12.0, rising.
Mt. Vernon, 7.0, rising.
Paducah, ro.6, rising
The steamer Kentucky got out for
the Tennessee river yesterday. She
cornea back next Thursday night.
The Buttorff gets in today from
Nashville and leaves tomorrow for
Clarksville.
The Dick Fowler came back from
(biro last night and lays here until
tomorrow morning at to o'clock be-
fore skipping out on her return that
way.
The Henry Harley went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back again
meat Tuesday. •
The steamer Clyde comes out of the
Tennessee Jiver late tomorrow night
and stays at the wharf until 5 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon before depart-
on her return that way.
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
Louis tomorrow and get here Tuesday
night bound for the Tennessee riv-
er.
The Russell Lord has arrived from
the Tennessee river with a tow of
ties.
Colonel John K. Hendrick ras
gene to Louisville and other places
in the interest of his candidacy for
the democratic nomination for at-.
torney general of the state.
Rev. Peter Fields returned last
evening from Central City, Ky.,
where he attended the Louisville con-
Science of the Methodist church.
Mr. Claude Baker of Greenville.
Ky.. is here visiting his brother,
Detettife Wm. Baker. He goes back
home tonight.
PURE
MEDICAL
WINES
IV% el carry a large assort-
rn'ent of fine wines for
(able and medical use.
OUR COOKING
SHERRY
Cia
is a pure, first quality,
diamestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor in half gal-
lon bottles for $1.25.
HER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Fifth and Eroadway.
Both Phones in.
•
ESTEEMED LADY
MRS ELIZABETH JONES NOBLE
WENT TO HER REWARD
LAST EVENING.
TOMORROW PRIVATE
FUNERAL WILL BE HELD
M R S. ELIZABETH RODDEN
PASSED AWAY AND RE-
MAINS SHIPPED.
Miss Maud Callen Died of Typhoid
Fever at Home in Mechanics-
burg.—Other Deaths.
One of the city's most beloved and
beautiful Christian characters passed
to her reward last evening at 6:30
o'clock, when Mrs. Elizabeth Jones
'Noble closed her eyes in everlasting
sleep at her residence, 2003
West Jefferson streets. She was a
woman whose memory is cherished
fcr the lovely and admirable life she
has led, and her dissolution causes
deep-seated grief to the entire com-
munity where she was highly regard-
ed by all.
Mrs. Noble was born July 29, 1821
in Richmond, Va., and when an in-
fant removed to Lexington, Ky.,
with her parents, who preceded her
to the grave by many years. Grow-
ing to young womanhood in that
city, she was united in marriage De-
cember 3, x839 to the late Colonel
John C. Noble, during life one of the
most vigorous and brilliant newspa-
per editors of the South, and who
was recognized as "The Nestor of
The Kentucky press." from whose
pen fell many articles of much note.
After eighteen years residence in
Lexington, following their marriage,
Colonel and Mrs. Noble moved to
this city during May, 1857. Ever
since that date this has been their
place of abode.
Mrs. Noble was in her eighty sixth
year. and for the past few years has
been very feeble and prevented from
leaving her home to any great extent.
Similar to her husband, she was a
woman of very bright and retentive
mind, while her intellectual attain-
ments were of a high degree. She
was a woman w'hos'e very walk
through life indicated a noble and
wholesome living, and she was the
beloved one of everybody who found
in her companionship and friend-
ship cherished pleasure. She was
preceded to her grave by about five
years by her illustrious husband who
for years wa, the leading newspaper
editor and owner of Western Ken-
tucky.
The religious career of Mrs. No-
ble was one of much beauty as she
was a consistent member of the Epis-
copal church to the last.
The deceased is survived by six
children, Mrs. Maria L. Blanton, of
Grand Rivera, Mrs. Emma C. Clark,
Miss Marion P. Noble and Messrs
Robert H. and William Y. Noble of
this city, and Mr. John C. Noble of
Calvert City. Ky. She was the moth-
er of the late Hon. Edmund P.
I Noble who passed away the past
summer, after an exceedingly promi-
nent career.
The funeral services will be con-
ducted tomorrow morning at to
o'clock and will be private, attended
by only the relatives. Interment fol-
lows in Oak Grove cemetery.
The pallbearers are William T.
,Anderson, Samuel B. Caldwell, Jr.,
Thomas E.. Boswell, Milton G.
Cope, Stewart Dick and Alexander
Kirkland.
Estimable Lady.
Yesterday morning at 3:2* o'clock
Mrs. Elizabeth Rodden passed away
at the, residence of her daughter,
Mrs. Ifester A. Gardner of 333 South
Third staeet dissolution being caus-
ed by the infirmaties incidental to
advanced age. She had been ill only
about two 'weeks.
Mrs. Rorlden was eighty-eight
years larf age and lady widely
known here in the city, especially
among the olettir inhabitants. She
was a gook efonsistent woman of
deep religious proclivities and gen-
erally beloved by all.
COAL
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
Tre remains were shipped yester-
day to her former home in Beaton
where the funeral services will be
held this afternoon, follqwed with
interment in the cemetery there.
Young Boy Expired. .
As result of an abcess of the brain,
Oct Jones died yesterday morning
at Riverside hospital where he had
been undergoing treatment. He was
the 17-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Jones of Folsomdale, Graves
county, and had been brought here
for treatment at the institution. The
remains were taken yesterday to their
home where the funeral occurs this
afternoon.
Fever Causes Death.
After a several week's illness with
typhoid fever, Miss Maud Callen died
yesterday morning at the residence of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Call-
en, of x916 Bridge street, in Me-
chanicsburg.
The young lady was 24 years of
age and very popular with her ac
quaintances who found in her a
lovely lady.
The funeral occurs tomorrow af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock at the residence.
instead of this afternoon, as origin-
ally intended. Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son of the First Baptist church of-
ficiates, while interment follows at
the Morgan cemetery in the county.
Died of Consumption.
Mrs. Cora Green died yesterday of
consumption at their home in O'Bry-
an's addition. She was the wife of
Mi. Mack Green, and besides her
husband, is survived by several
children. The remains will be tak-
en to Graves county, where this af
ternoon the services occur at the
Bethlehem church with interment at
the church cemetery.
Child Expired.
Emma, the to-months-old girl of
Mr. and Mrs. E L. Melton, died
of summer complaint at their home
on Ashcraft avenue, and the remains
were buried yesterday afternoon at
Oak Grove cemetery.
Entertainments.
Mrs. Clarence Sherrill will entertain
at bridge Thursday mornng compli-
mentary to Mesdames John Love and
Frank Watts, who will be horse show
visitors to Mrs. Robert Phillips.
Complimentary to Mr. and Mrs.
Watts, Mrs. Campbell Flournoy will
entertain at tea Wednesday afternoon
While Mr. and Mrs. John Bleecker
will entertain at dinner during the
week for Mrs. Wilatts, MTS. Love, and
Miss Yavia Haynes, the latter of
Gallatin, Tenn.
Complimentary to Miss Sheffington
of Dyersburg, and Mrs. Thomas of
Mayfield, Mrs. George Flournoy will
entertain Saturday morning. The re-
ception for the sponsors and visitors
occurs Thursdiay afternoon at the
Chess, Checker and Whist club, di-
stead. of at the Elks' home. At the
latter place the grand ball occurs
Friday night.
ar, •
HORRIBLE WRECK
(Continued from Page One.)
therelly saved the lives of many
All the L. & N. trams coming out
of Memphis run over the N., C dr St.
L. tracks to Aulon, which is eleven
miles out of the Bluff City There
the trains take to the L. Sr N. tracks
and coming on up through Paris,
Tenn., for Louisville. Cumberland
City is about sixty miles out of Paris.
Reports early this morning were
that the wrecking crews were busily
engaged at the scene of the disaster,
while traffic is completely blocked, as
no trains can pass over the bridge un-
til re-constructed.
alsawassol-
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POPULAR WANTS.
• + • • * • 4. .1. + *
FOR RENT: No. 2o9 S 4th, oppo-
site city hall, size 18x5o. Fine loca-
con for any kind of shop. $x5. Phone
x865.
LOST—Lady's closed face gold
watch fob with Elks head, at circus
grounds. Return to Register and get
reward.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones, 220
Kentucky Ave.
FURNITURE bought sod sold.
Wfflisma, 538 South Third streets
New phone nowA.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on short no
tee.
• 
WANTED FOR U. 3. ASSAY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
eyes of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an ape-"
rate habits, who can speak, read and Ab
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, Now Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Music Rolls andSatcheis
Get One and Protect Your Music From Damage.
Here Are Some of Our
Special Values
No 1. Seal Grain Leatherette, mighty good 25CNo 2. Fabrikoid Roll, purse attached, good enough 
 socNo. 3. Solid Patent Leather Roll, worth $1.25, for pscNo. 4, Saddlers Leather Roll, most durable made ......$1.130No. ti. Leatherette Satchel, our biggest value No. so. Saddler's Leather Satchel, worth $2.5o, for 
 $1.90Otlier Rolls and Satchels in all colors 
- $t.00 to da.00We are showing the biggest selection and finest valuesever brougvt to Paducah.
D. E. Wilson at IlarboursDepartmeit Store
—01IL 
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CHARGED WITH
SWITCHING BILLS
(Continued From Page One.)
the surrounding cities to watch for
them.
Murderer Captured.
The police department has receiv-
ed word it need look no longer for
the negro Godfrey Ray, wanted at
Trenton, Ky., for killing Marshal
John C. Dickinson. Ray has been
captured at Henderson and taken
back to the scene of his crime. A
reward of $7.50 was offerred for birn.
Must Repair Sidewalk
The police yesterday served notice
on Micheal brothers that they most
repair the brick sidewalk in front of
their collar factory on North Third
between Jefferson and Monroe
streets. The pavements is in very
bad condition and the notice, which
came from the board of public works
was that it must be repaired inside
three days, else warrants will be is-
sued.
Morgan Given Continuance.
Ifosey Morgan, was yesterday
morning in the court of Justice
Charles Emery given a continuance
until next Tuesday of the warrant
charging him with cursing and abus-
ing another party.
Mayor Yeiser and Dr. J Q. Tay-
lor returned last evening from Chi-
cago where they attended the muni-
cipalities convention. Auditor Kirk-
land and City Engineer Washingtin
came back yesterday morning.
Mr. 0. J. Jennings of Murray was
in the city last night en route to
Louisville.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that their water rent
expired September 30. Those who de-
sire to enew Them shdtild do so be-
fore it is forgotten, as all premises
not paid for on or before October to,
will be shut off.
The prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
and annoyance to the company.
ram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 736
via V
We have on hand
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1IN THE LEADe
 The Only Licensed
Pawnbroker.
Ain the city--seggey loaned os all valuables at the lowest interest--en •business strictly conhdential.
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes, such as L C. Smiths—.Parker-La Feeve•r etc. We have the Remington automatic shot gun.
Also Bargains in ab
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds,/ musical instruments in the city.
• 
We also have a complete stock
an Broadway 211.
rings and the most complete line of
of traveling bags—prices are right
 4111111B
A
•
Subscribe For
 The Rogisterl
Dont Wait BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
TOO LONG Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
est Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED
Both. Phones:- -254
•
